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New
by CURTIS CLIMER
As the year winds down we are
allindeed Poking forward to the
summer. Many though are
looking forward to next year We
felt it would be worthwhile to find
l what Ken Irvin and Ruth

officers nit
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saying she h

government goals
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ay ln that student
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not become £2?' " "eedS
national issues
although n f
government needed to
should focusaV°,dirLg them' but toSbei Its credibility. It needs
on the students ^be better known to the students
needs
f." be more representative. In
™jb°rt run she would like to
more people involved."
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The continuing controversy
over the reduction of faculty
SSJte
members rages on, and some "•Ming. Aecordfn ®
students are actively voicing
their opinions via a recently
circulated
petition,
con
a
troversial issue in itself
The existing system will drop
37.5 faculty members strictly on
c
Suggestions for further in
the basis of seniority, a means of
dismissal many students have
pearecHn l"" group acHon apfound unsatisfactory. Neither
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nor program
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She stated, "we have the largest
Intended for the Oregon State publicheaHne^L°fhTeSting a
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senate in years," and it is hopeful
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Education LS£'S'
neg°tiating from there, he said
that a larger senate will provide a
(OSBHE the petition now bears
. Many students who declined to
more representative body of
approximately 400 signatures. It
peole who can more affectively
contends that by terminating sign the petition objected t o th e
dfem,saai its
tas'cs and problems at
only
non-tenured faculty, OCE opemng statement, "Our retu™
hand °
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on page
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will be violating the State
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^Pressed the desire for
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Rules,
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suggest
that
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least
1
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3
of
the
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i
felt that there woujd be much
I j existing faculty be non-tenured
i
better communication between
Spokesmen for the petition state
I
the administration and ASOCE
(hat they do not wish to see
•
«
next year. He also feels there is a
tenured staff members ter (students who signed) will not be
«
need for better communication
I
minated either, but if any must coming back. Concern has been
i
go, it should be on the basis of voiced that students who signed breakdown of [he OSLJ^omputer between the city and the school.
I
the petition will be held to their the results of the recent faculty He is quite pleased in having a
•
merit rather than tenure.
I
It also emphasizes that the commitment. Of the wording evaluations have been delayed. It young staff that is willing to learn
i
I
petition has been established on a Steve Lamb said, "It's only f had been originally planned that and that works well together.
•
Ruth's objectives lie in trying
negotiable basis, that "It is a petition, not a contract "
I
ui- ,evaluations Would be
"Take any petition you want
published in the lamron 2 for to compile information so there
position from which to begin "
Off-campus Senator
Digby and you can easily get 200 those professors who desired can be a better integration bet
signatures. People sign and publication. The evaluations wdl ween other parts of the campus
be published in a separate form such as faculty senate, ad
hopefully sometime next week. ministration and the great
number of existing committees.
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Breakdown
slows data

Co-op food store opens
Due to what Mike Cavanaugh
calls a "lot of non-involvement"
from OCE students the Horn O'
Plenty, located at 235 S. Main in
Independence, was opened on
Saturday May 11. Since fall term
Cavanaugh and Allen Whipps
have been getting things together
for a non-profit bulk food store A
mam attraction of the store is its
prices, well below regular
supermarket prices.
Store hours are Monday
through Thursday from 4 to 8,

arC 3 regUlar feature of the new Horn
store hf nia^ . °"°P m Independence.. The non-profit bulk food

i»tma?roSTayaiLtern,> "na,ly °VerCame

Student

Food Items
soy sauce
brown rice
soybeans(organic)
spaghetti
macaroni
evaporated milk (can)
great northern beans
molasses
powdered milk
Tillamook cheese (med)
raw honey
brown sugar

Fridays and Saturdays from 12 to
business grows Mike plans
on ^ngthenmg the store hours.
Lifetime membership fee is
$5.00 and available at the store or
from Cavanaugh and Allen
Whipps. They are awaiting
approval to accept food stamps
but see this as no problem since
they are non-profit.
Any time students could donate
to help run the store would be
helpful and may allow longer
store hours in the future
O-OpPrt™,
$1-60 qf.
•40 lb.
•27 lb.
•29 lb.
•32 lb.
.15 ea.
.52 lb.
.77 qt.
.82 lb.
1.15 lb.
.64 lb.
.32 lb.

$1.62 qt.
2 70 lb.
•48 lb.
•38 lb.
.16 ea.
•82 lb.
1.32 qt.
1.08 lb.
1-60 lb.
•94 lb.
.35 lb.

Ken Irvin

for next year is that senate
meetings will be in the af
ternoons. This would allow the
commuter student, who also
needs a say, to participate
without having to drive way out
of his way.
Ken felt that in general it was
an important job of ASOCE to
provide a good social atmosphere
without making that seem like its
only function. He attributed this
to the simple fact that Monmouth
as a town simply cannot meet the
needs of 3,000 students. He
definitely felt though, that
students should not look upon
ASOCE as simply a Social
organization. Ruth saw faculty
evaluation as an area in which an
important role needed to be
played.
Ken sees an important in
vestment in establishing an over
21 dorm and feels that ASOCE
could help in such an un
dertaking. He would also like to
see a co-op housing area set up.
They both want to see existing
programs continued, this is an
important issue now being
considered by ASOCE in budget
meetings. They both believe that
such events as New Student
Week, Homecoming, and other
traditional activities are an
important part of campus life.
They both feel that ASOCE is
the students link between itself
and all the related campus
oganizations. One important job
will be to serve as a resource
center. More use of lamron 2 is
hoped for as a means of com
municating to the student events
and activities taking place.
These are a few of the ideas and
plans for next year. Ken and Ruth
both realize they cannot do it
alone. It will take an active
involved senate and a great deal
of time. Right now they are just
taking it one step at a time. Next
year is not far away and both feel
next year can be a good learning
experience for all as well as a
year of useful accomplishments
and beginnings.

An inside view at
how the lamron 2
is produced. . .pages 4 &
lamron 2 takes a
pictorial look at
the past year. . .pages 9 11

Pastry lovers delight!
at Monmouth's new
bakery. ..page u
"""""""
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lamron '1 success: staff shares credit
This issue of the lamron 2 marks the end of the
first fifty years of publication at OCE. For the
lamron 2 it has been good year, for OCE it has
been a year of mixed blessings.
This will probably be remembered as the year
that the Fine Arts Building was finally approved
and 37.5 faculty members received notice of
termination. At the same time OCE's Teacher
Education program was named number one in the
nation.
The key to success for any newspaper lies in its
staff yet it is those people who seem to receive the
least amount of credit. Now it is time for
recognition of those people who have helped make
the lamron 2 a continued success.
Certainly the two most valuable members of the
staff have been associate editor Melisa McFie and
business manager Mark Phillips. Melisa's special
talent to deal with the unexpected has allowed her
to handle her job both capably and efficiently.
Mark has done an outstanding job selling adver
tising, his efforts have brought in more than $9,000
in advertising, a lamron 2 record.
Late night work sessions and the creative talent
of the individual section editors made such things
such as lamron 2 sports, Entertainment Guide
and On Campus regular features of the lamron 2.
Ted Grimsrud has consistently provided top notch
coverage of the OCE sports scene in his position as
sports editor. "The Column" has been a fine
example of good journalism serving as a source of
information, humor and often controversial.
Dan Tompkins as entertainment editor has done
an imaginative job of presenting the en

tertainment side of OCE and the Willamette
Valley. Nancy Bartosz and Kenn Lehto, cocampus editors have been instrumental in keeping
the lamron 2 on top of the news. Feature editor
Cecilia Strles has been a key writer in both
features and news.
Photographers Tim Johnson, Chris Byers, Val
Camp and Daryl Bonitz have worked together to
make pictures an integral part of the lamron 2.
Staffers such as Tim Petshow, Sue Strong,
Curtis Climer, Marguerite Brodie, Chris Miles,
Cindy Hannum, Peggy Rentz, Pat Leutwyler, Rick
Hamrick, Mickey Brown and Scott Ackley have
worked hard throughout the year to see that the
pages of the paper are filled with current and
important news.
Contributors Ron Craig, Greg Fishwick and the
anonymous "The Duke" have consistently added
their talents to the Entertainment Guide.
The Itemizer-Observer in Dallas has provided
valuable assistance as lamron 2's printer. Chuck
Grell has added his occasional advice at most
needed times.
To next year's editor Jim Healy, best of luck.
Jim has been a great asset to the lamron 2 since
winter term of this year. Jim will be assisted by
Cecilia Stiles^and Dave Benafel will fill Mark
Phillip's shoes as business manager.
To the students of OCE and our many
contributors we offer our thanks and hpes that this
year has been a good experience for everyone. We
look forward next year for a good year at OCE. In
the meantime have a good summer. . .
Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

Faculty cuts

Criteria needed
With the proposed reduction of 37.5 faculty members
OCE is facing a crisis that must be met and dealt with
quickly if the quality of education is going to be
preserved.
Last week's lamron 2 carried a list of faculty mem
bers who are non-tenured and are thus being considered
for termination. The reason that it will be non-tenured
faculty that will be released is that there are no other
established criteria for reduction of faculty at this time.
The State Board of Higher Education does not protect
tenure when there is a possibility of program damage
due to the reduction of non-tenured faculty. It is obvious
that if all 37.5 faculty members are terminated that the
chances of program damage are great.
The Administration is currently asking for additional
funds so that 20 of those faculty members due to receive
notices may be retained. If they are successful this
would soften the effects of faculty reduction
considerably.
Even if they are successful in retaining the 20 faculty
the fact remains that there are no set criteria to
determine the remaining 17.5 faculty who will still be let
go, other than tenure. The recent faculty evaluations are
a step in the right direction, however there is no
guarantee that they will be used in any reduction con
sideration. This is rightly so because the evaluations are
new and have not had time to prove themselves valid,
hopefully in any future reductions they will be con
sidered.
Now is a key time for the students of OCE to act in
preserving the quality of their education. There are
many things that students can do to make their opinions
on faculty reduction heard.
One of the most important things a student can do is to
write letters. You should write your Congressmen, the
Governor and the State Board of Higher Education and
let them know that you are upset with the dilemma
facing higher education today. The most immediate tool
available to students is Student Government. Contact
your student body officers and ask them what can be
done to help prevent faculty reductions. Make sure that
Student Government is working for the interests of the
students.
The Administration is fairly open minded as far as
student input is concerned and especially in a matter
that is as important in faculty reductions. As President
Rice points out in his letter to the Editor in this issue the
Administration is doing its best to see that as many
faculty as possible are retained. Yet they may not be
able to retain all 37.5 in which case there should be
criteria for reduction.
To lose 37.5 non-tenured faculty members would be
disastorous. But in the case that faculty members must
be let go it would be equally bad if there were no set
criteria for reduction.
Page 2

Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

Sixteen members of the lamron 2 staff take a moment out from the
30th and final issue of the lamron 2 to pose for this farewell picture.
They are from left to right: Tim Johnson, Cindy Hannum, Peggy
Rentz, Cecilia Stiles, Sue Strong, Daryl Bonitz, Kenn Lehto,
Melisa McFie, Nancy Bartosz, Dan Tompkins, Dick Soules, Curt
Climer, Ted Grimsrud, Jim Healy, Mark Phillips and Chris Byers.

lamron 2: the people's forum
Reduction
clarification
To the Editor:
First, I thank the many
students who upon their own
initiative communicated to their
legislative representatives and
other persons the great need of
OCE for a new auditorium and
fine arts building. Your efforts
paid off.
Second, you are currently
hearing much about faculty cuts
in the future because of the
reduction in enrollment which we
have experienced. Some of the
things being said are greatly
exaggerated. The concern over
cuts is for 1975-76, not 1974-75. As
for cuts in 1975-76 progress is
already being made to reduce
their impact. You should expect
much more to be done in 1974-75
by the State System, the Oregon
Legislature, and the faculty and
the institution itself to retain
most of those faculty who in 197475 will be on yearly term ap
pointments.
We should not act as if faculty
cuts already had been made
when their prospect is still over a
year away and when most of
them
may
never
occur.
Everything possible will be done
to see that they don't occur.
Thanks for the space and best
wishes.

Sincerely,
Leonard W. Rice
President

Please don't
leave OCE
To the Editor:
I have supported the position of
the Concerned Student Union
because I feel that those making
the reduction decisions should be
aware of the position of many of
the OCE students. With equal
fervor I plead with these students
to return to OCE in the fall. I base
my appeal on your own best in
terests.
It may appear it the moment
that OCE is not responding to the
crisis. We seem boxed in by the
declining enrollment and the
rigid
bureacracy.
The
bureacracy may be rigid but it is

not despotic, there are several
checks on its power.
The first check comes from the
fact that OCE operates in a
capitalistic society. It has a
product to offer and its ability to
stay in business is dependent on
its ability to please the customer.
If less customers consume the
product then there is less
revenue. The OCE decision
makers must be responsive to the
customers choice of teachers,
course and programs.
The second check on the
decision making bureacracy is
the fact that it operates in a
democratic system. The Board of
Higher Education is elected.
They report to the elected
representatives of state govern
ment.
These
officials
are
responsible to their constituents.
Since this is an election year it is
easier to see the direct responsitivity of the system to the
citizen. The OCE bureacracy
must be responsible for their
actions to the Board and
ultimately to the citizens of OCE.
The third check on the OCE
decision making bureacracy is
that it is a part of a license
(degree)
granting
agency
governed by the "Administrative
Procedures and Rules of State
Agencies." Its actions must be in
accord with these rules. If these
actions interfere with or im
pairs... the rights, privileges or
substantial interests" of the
reciepient of license then the
Rules require that these decision
makers become a party to a
judicial determination of the
validity of the decision (ORS
183.400).
Most certainly the decision to
terminate 37.5 untenured staff
members
will
impair
the
privilege of the OCE citizens who
have an interest in obtaining a
degree from this institution.
As at the Federal level so at the
state-the rights, privileges, and
interests of a citizen and con
sumer are finally protected by
the judiciary processes of a free
society. That is the ultimate
check on the growth of cen
tralized habits of executive
decision making in democratic
institutions.
As
i
interpret
the

Administrative Rules the order to
release the 37.5 non-tenured
laculty may not be executed until

the parties adverse to the order
have had an opportunity to file
exceptiQns
and
to
present
arguments
to
the
decision
makers (ORS 183.460).
Please come back next year to
participate in the process. Your
opinion will be listened to, it will
count in the procedures.
With the new interdisiplinary
bachelors,
the
new
in
terdisiplinary masters and the
new stress on competency OCE
proves it can respond to the needs
of its consumers, citizens and
licensees. With the successful
faculty evaluation system now
implemented, OCE can respond
to the development of its own
competencies. There are many
hopeful beams breaking into this
box we seem to be in. Perhaps it
is more like an egg than a box,
and this spasmodic movement we
now witness is not the rigor
mortis of a corpse, but the lusty
kicks of the newborn.
Please come back to OCE, its
your school.

John B. Nance Ph.D.

'Eagle's Nest'
distributed
Students may pick up thei
copy of the OCE Literar
Magazine "Eagle's Nest" in th
College Center office. Th
magazine is free and may b
obtained until the end of school

Lamron 2
staff
Lamron 2 is a student-operated
student-published weekly newspaper.
Composition and printing by Polk
County Itemizer-Observer. Publication
date is Thursday noon.' Yearly sub
scription rate $3. Address: College
Center, Monmouth, Oregon 97361. Phone
838-1220 ext. 347 or 838-1171.
EDITOR
A C ??C C,ATE ed,tor

Dick Soules
Melisa McF.e
j j m Healy
BUSINESS MANAGER . Mark Phillips
ASST. BUSINESS MGR. .. Dave Benafel
FEATURE EDITOR
Cecilia Stiles
CAMPUS EDITORS .... Nancy Bartosz,
Kenn Lehto
ENT. EDITOR
Dan Tompkins
ENT. STAFF
The Duke, Valli Camp,
Greg Fishwick, Jeremy Week
SPORTS EDITOR
Ted Grimsrud
ASSISTANT EDITOR

POLITICAL EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Tim Petshow
T i m Johnson,

Chris Byers, Valli Camp, Daryl Bonitz
Sue Strong, Pat Leutwyler,
Curtis Climer, Marguerite Brodie,
Chris Miles, Cindy Hannum, Peggy
Rentz
CIRCULATION MGR

John Korvac

lamron 2
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News
Hush money paid

synopsis

I

Testimony and travel records of qk
Administration official, give conclSv™vidcnUn?lfr' a former Nixon
that Some $75,ten
hush money was paid to E. Howard Hnnf i
conspirator, on March 21 1973 The
"a c°nvicted Wa
ate Preset «„„„ ,L'SnThwe •&'«">. jus,, fcw'S
would keep the cap on the bottle " of the S . 3t SUch a Payment
and a nation-wide snorts conrps^ oncessions operator at trYn ^
Of racketeering has been brougf to the^UenUon31^8 been conK
law enforcement agencies in,.|,.a- 1"of ExPo officials a™i
„pera,edbJA„,„ld§.nK"garoC,Nde:gvS K"' "»«>5taS

A quality World's Fair?
by TIM PETSHOW
How does one "critique" a
World's Fair9

i
n

only proves that Ameri

businessmen out to make a buck.
the industrial revolution which
3!?! part;cular argument loses spawned cars, roadside litter and
some of its strength when you
consider that the once-polluted w'LmC- i ^ead fish The finale
Spokane River is admirably would include several "scenes of
clean and that a city is taking tomorrow" promising the twin
positive steps toward renewal of Utopias of clean, attractive cities
and raw nature - hopefully with
their mner core. The argument
gains strength when one discov showers and marked trails.
ers that the wares are of such arpeV?n?i.of tbe documentaries
electronic marvels. The
lw'nlSSaS t0 make the Oregon Republic of China, the United
State Fair proud. And inflation
States, and the state of

sste&as K92B
&rsra

"OPF °Uln be an insult 10
to.u,.
the
DCE collective mind(s)" in wine glasses."
imaginative audio-visual effects.
Ford differs with Nixon
Now for some biased ob The screen at the U. S. pavilion
suggest that you (i) see it ( 2 °
servations.
Vice President Gerald Ford sain c. ^
spans 65 feet high by 90 feet wide
day that in a meeting
President Nixon last week he stroo„i
t^S° 74 does not merit toe title one of the largest in the world.
en°tplannedtO
go
do
n?
with House requests for more Wafereml^ tbf President to comply go, do not go. Objectivity is of World's Fair." It is basically
the innovative architecture
their differences were laid nut
.[ergate evidence. Ford spin
possible in assessing Cat a northwest trade exposition often times upstage the actual
G
a
S
said
,ha
financially
dependent
upon
the
expects the'President to comply XVnv"^- "
' °
the
S lat St record or a Robert
displays. The Australian pavilion
y decislon
contributing exhibits from makes ase
make on the Watergate tapes'
Supreme Court Altman fl t as Wel1 as
ExPO '74
of a rotating floor
TT?
toreign nations and U.S cor while the U. S.
Electrical strike paralyzes N. Ireland
pavilion is topped
thecitv nf'c,CiW3S Undertaken by pora tons.
Electrical workers in North r-li ^
The
inflexible by a massive translucent vinyl
the city of Spokane several years
walked
of
ago
and
^
jean
audadty Qf
traditionalist in me says that dome - easily the most visible and
Monday further paralyzing an air!??!
f the job at midniaht
world's fairs are not held in attractive building on the
walk out was a part of the general iVd.?'3'^ British Prince The
Nick
the
Gr
rv
oek
designed to shut down all essential H y Protestant strike that k nroud
proud. Dismayed by a decaying bpokane, Washington, for crying grounds.
C
r
e
the
c
fa
British.government is now tSSXSSS^^ N°rth Ire'and The
Nine foreign nations have
Z™a ° K ' ,
"y
theri out loud. They are- or should be move troops in to provide electrical sL,?
" on whether or not to began a whirlwind campaign of - reserved for the great cities or contributed pavilions. The Soviet
The
electrical
natural
wonders
of
the
earth.
came after 500 British troops moved into he"
strike negotiations (with private
exhibit is easily the biggest at
3rea to take over two
First and foremost among the traction - if the crowds over the
Ulster oil depots and 21 service stations
concerns who owned the
nb
Inflation cures take years
downtown property), publicity (a problems is an aesthetic one. The Memorial day weekend are any
fairgrounds are situated in the indication.
The ills of inflation cannot be enroH
The
U.S S R
S
relations firm
according to Treasury Secretary WdhamE'^L^ Crash Programs told them that an environmental heart of downtown Spokane and bookstore deals heavily in socio
that t will take years for the United
/ ™°n; Slm°n warned theme
would
sell),
and set amongst decadent 19th political literature -- much more
0 .Wlnd down its current
inflation rate. He said that curbs could
renovation. In November of 1971 century warehouses and fac so than any other single
to politically acceptable levels bv N«?f k °"inflation ta bring it the Bureau of International tories. Although the 100 acre site bookstore. The Republic of
itself has been reborn, en Korea, the Repulic of China
a«»aIly d„m„reh»™,ha„ |L%hN°SS,bU1 '"f "**
WorHk'T8 ?r'S) aPproved the
have 10 earn to live will, i„(lailo„ lor sTm, hmff111®
8olnS 1° World s Fair for Spokane. The thusiasm for Expo diminishes l u ^ a n ) ' J a P a n < t h e R e p u b l i c o f
before one enters the gates.
IKS can t provide Nixon data
*° c°me.
the Philippines, Canada, Iran.
rfiar S1^e 1S contained within a
There is a reoccuring theme West Germany and Australia are
Atty. Gen. William Saxbe ruled
*»_
relatively tiny too acre area
records can't be turned over to the House jnri?' Pre^dent Nixon's tax consisting of the north and south throughout the exhibits. It is a the other contributing nations.
Closer to home, the Oregon
IRS. The opinion was in response to a Housl reS fC°™mittee bV the banks of the Spokane River and message that is compatible with
display was
was aa puzzle.
pu;
Few states
use in its impeachment inquiry. Saxbe saiH ih?? ? f°,r the tax data to two islands within the river. The Congressional policies and State display
avo attempted
policies of the mid- bave
w^j1
be P°ss'ble to
exposition, in addition to legislative
obtain the returns from the Joint Committer?! t"?'
wiin
LV, ucoi
70
S.
Man
hoc
J
•
.
70 s. Man has raped and
after passage of an authorization resoTu on bv thfE®' TaXati°n or stressing the environment, has despoiled the natural en environment-related issues to the
y thC H°USe
extent that Oregon has. Yet their
been dubbed Spokane's 100th
SLA members urged to regroup
vironment, the message says; it official exhibit is somewhat drab
anniversary celebration as well
Patricia Hearst and two fugitive comnaninncis up to us to restore and protect and unimaginative. Perhaps the
U; S* bicentennial fair,
by the tape recorded voices of a man and worn??6 ? to regrouP
that environment to insure our work of the James G. Blaine
t
A
hat
Spokane
was
settled
in
1873
members of the Symbionese Liberation Armv Thp c,aim'n.g to be
very existence. In advocating faction.
and that the U.S.'s 200th birthday
broadcast over radio station KPFA in BerkeW i Jt I "^cording was
rigorous programs of land use
is in 1976 did not deter the Expo
ay' KPFA
broadcast several tapes by the SLA shnrth L
»,
planning and tough regulation of
publicity board)
kidnapped by the group Feb 4 The '
7' 'lss Hearst was
industrial polluters, the message
The
controversy
has
been
"General Field Marshal Cabrella" and uw?hm euMed herself as raised for the most part by clashes with the traditional
fugitives William and Emily Harris to do nrnMno
t?1^1 al°"g with several environmentalist groups conservative premises of limited
must and will regroup in time The man iho t jI? aste, that they who claim that Expo '74 is a government, the sovereignty of
Abdul Assad, minister of odturM Tffairs Blank b'mself as Thunga contradiction of the most sinister the American corporation, and
the God-given right to build
kind, Expo '74 is a perversion of
subdivisions where there was
by SUE STRONG
true environmentalist ideals, the once farmland.
composite argument gees; it is
Many of the exhibitors present
Traveling, gardening and
but a collection of opportunist
the message through the use of reading are the immediate plans
documentary films and slide of Dr. Ruth Lautenbach after she
exhibits. The composite film retires this term. "We're plan
and or slide presentation would ning on going to Hawaii June 9,
most likely take this form:
then traveling to Greece next
(1) untrammeled nature - shots spring."
of animals, trees and 18th cen
Dr. Lautenbach came to OCE
tury natural man; followed by (2) m January of '40 when there was
a vacancy in the department in
the middle of the year. "I was
teaching in a little college in Iowa
when a friend recommended me
for the position here," Dr.
Lautenbach explained. "I came
out here on a two term leave and
liked it so well that I stayed."

SJ

:

sa*" "•disciose

Lautenbach
set to retire

meih«d"ssifssva

HAMMAN
Stage Lines

Public Address System
Rest Room Equipped
Air Conditioned
• Picture Windows
Air Ride
Professional
Uniformed Drivers

378-0525

CHARTER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

Many changes have taken
place at OCE in the time Dr.
Lautenbach has been here. "I
think the most significant change
was the setting up of the PE
major program, and now the
health program."
During the thirty-four years
that she has been here, Dr.
Lautenbach remembers when
there were only three teachers in
the PE department. "During the
war, there were only 100 students
school; 99 women and one
man, and I was the only PE
teacher."
Dr.
Lautenbach
also
remembers that fateful day of the
Columbus Day storm when the
Grove blew down. "I was in the
Old Gym," she recalls, "and I
saw the Grove and the score
board blow down. It was a
frightening experience."
With all the turmoil on campus
about faculty cuts, Dr. Lauten
bach still remains optimistic. "I
think everything is going to work
out without teachers being cut."
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A typical lay-out session, Tuesday night in the lamron 2 office.
by MELISA McFIE
With the 30th issue of lamron 2
in your hands we at lamron 2
would like to give you a glimpse
behind the scenes--at the people
and places that have made each
issue possible.
At lamron 2 office it has been a
normal, hectic Tuesday...the
rush to complete assignments
before the deadline, the jangling
phone demanding last-minute
insertions in the paper, and the
worries of too little copy +
because of story assignments
that have fallen through. ( +
manuscript to be typed.)
During the day staff members
have made three separate runs
with copy to the Itemizer
Observer in Dallas, where the
copy for lamron 2 is set.
The advertising manager has
been working most of the day
getting information for those last
minute ads. The editor has spent
the day editing the copy and
seeing that things go as smoothly
as possible.
Now it's Tuesday night. The
editor is making next week's

Staffer, Marguerite Brodie
hard at work on her assigned
page.

copy and ads to the various
pages. With that task completed
he then assigns the pages to the
staff members to layout. The
night's work has begun and the
editor won't leave until the last
page has been completed and the
last photograph ordered and
printed.

early Wednesday morning the
paper is put to bed.
Wednesday the ad layouts,
copy with corrections, photos,
layout dummy sheets, captions
and headlines are delivered to the
Itemizer Observer, (I-O. There
the captions, corrections, head
lines are set, the ads assembled,
and the pictures are screened.

crew at the I.O. assembles the
lamron 2. The lamron 2 staff
works at the 1.0 proofing the ads,
assisting in the actual paste-up,
rewriting headlines, inserting
late-breaking
news,
cutting
stories that were mis-measured
(and are thus too long), and
making the other dozens of last
minute adjustments that make
newspaper work so exciting and
unpredictable.
Late Wednesday afternoon
paste-up is finally completed and
the editor orders the number of
copies for that issue. The paste
up sheets are then boxed to be
sent to the printers the next
morning.

THE PRINTERS
Thursday morning in the
The plates are now ready to be
darkroom of the Blue Mountain developed. A petroleum based
Eagle Web Press the printer developer is sponged onto the
readies for press time. The paste plates and the image appears.
up sheets are mounted one at a The plates are then crimped in a
time on the easel under the lens of plate crimper and loaded on the
the Kenro Vertical 241 Camera. press.
The top of the camera opens like
The printing process is based
the lid of a gigantic box and a on the principal that oil and water
large piece of film is inserted. A don't mix. As the press begins to
vacuum holds the film to the lid. roll a coating of water is first
After the camera photographs applied to the plates. Except
the page, the printer places where the petroleum based
another sheet of film into the developer lies the water coats
camera. When all the pages have all surfaces of the plates. These
been photographed the film is areas, that the water covers, will
ready for processing.
remain white.
Into the processor, which holds
(Continued on page 5)
gallons of chemicals, the film is

PASTE-UP
Early Wednesday afternoon
the editor and his assistants, with
the ad manager meet at the I.o
to aide with paste-up. The copy,
which has been set in long strips,
called gallies, is trimmed to size
and run through the waxer. There
it receives a bees-wax coating on
the back which allows it to oe
pasted up on the blue-lined
sheets. These sheets, with the
gallies pasted on them, will later
be sent to the printers.
Using as a guide the layout
dummy sheets, which were made
the^night before, the professional
Political Editor Tim Petshow
LAYOUT
Layout includes placing ads
correctly on the page, fitting the
copy into the available space,
cutting stories that are too long,
choosing
and
ordering
photographs from the- contact
sheets, writing and counting out
headlines for stories and writing
captions for the pictures.
Midnight Tuesday finds the
lamron 2 office nearly deserted
except for the photographers who
are wearily printing the last
photo and the section editors who
are finishing the two to three
pages of their section's layout.
The editor can be seen typing the
list of headlines and captions
while his assistant or a lateworking
staff
member
straightens up the office. By

Kuren Seders, typesetter at the Itemizer Observer, gets readv to
Bonitz)6 taPC thr" thC C°mpugraphic c»mposer. (Photo by Daryl

"Oldest Jewelers In Salem
UNDER SAME OWNERSHIP"

Perfect
Fitted
Two-Some

$295.00
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Give
Your
Loved
One
a Fine
Diamond
Ring

Year to Pay!

Valli
Camp
staff
photographer and writer of
the lamron 2 humor column

Other
Fine
Diamond
Rings
•X

S

story and picture assignments,
the.
advertising manager is
finishing his ad layout, and the
photographers are developing
film while the rest of the staff
measures and proofs the copy
Soon the night's work will begin—
laying out the week's issue of
lamron 2.
As soon as the editor receives
(he list of ads from the ad
manager, he begins to assign

fed. In six minutes the processor
deposits the dry negatives into a
metal container in the next room.
Here they are hole punched and
taped together so that they can
be 'hung' on the flip-top plate
maker.
After a thin metal plate has
been inserted into the machine
and a vacuum has removed the
excess air, the machine top, on
which the negatives are mounted,
flips over. A strong ultra-violet
light
passes
through
the
negatives burning the images
onto the light-sensitive plate.
Then this process is repeated
until all the negatives have
recorded their message on
plates.

Budget
Pair

g $99.50

$45.00
to
$5,000.00

IS Sl.OO a week

for Grad for Dad
for any
Occasion!

BANKAMERICARD OR
MASTERCHARGE

14K GOLD DIAMOND promise Rings
From $22.95
Open
1
Mon & Friday
7

Tl" 9

;§

$

[welcome here

CLOTHES FOR MEN

198 Liberty Street, N. E.
585-7200
Salem. Oregon 97301

Rings
Enlarged
For Detail

443 STATE ST.

— Open
Fri.
SALEM, ORE,
Till
9 P.M..

lamron 2

uniqueexperience for dedicated staffers
(Continued from page
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roller is lfkea mf °" "l® blanket
Print Thus me
°fthefina'
PreSSiSCalled
offset iress ?
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together
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Shirley Kuykendalf, supervisor of
Wednesday's paste-up. (Photo by Daryl B°oniPt"f "°n'

paper

'older

press where

(hey

a"d baled for shiP"

ment

W°rks

t£e

over ^°thphe tw5"ty minute run is
ver, the production manager
has expended untold energies
running up and down the press
^om. He adjusts the fnk
teZf-' making sure the ink is
feeding properly, positions the

i holographing the paste-up
sneets

The negatives ready for use
in plate making

En"crtrol:s <*•»«"»«

- meanwhfu 7argi-ns on
eve on m ' keep,n8a watchful
ye on the conveyor belt to
Stack d"y "?is"f°'ded lam, on 2.
deC
j and baled- 'aniron 2 is
delivered to OCE by late Thur
sday morning. As the circulation

Bonto

SC"" <""ge"",

« «1 P»*W«P

(photo by Daryl1
J

aonamr diStribUteS the C0P'es
intt°
their appropriate boxes
lamron 2 reporters are already
gathering information for the
next week's issue.
Thursday night at lamron 2's
last meeting of the week ad
ditional assignments are made
and the current issue of lamron 2
is critiqued. The meeting over
members ot lamron 2 staff leave
determined
to make the next
determined to
papc their best.
issue of the paper

•APARTMENTS*

Developing the plate

—RE5ERV* TOURCHOICE mow
DESCRIPTION
PARKPLACE & BOARDWALK
272 & 292 S. College
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Terry & Wanda Bonnett
838-4524
LEXINGTON-ROANOAK
53 W. Gentle
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Chris & Karen Vogel
838-5047
HONEYCOMB
164 S. Catron
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Dan & Judy Becker
838-4737
TRIPLEX
235-237 Whitesell
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Chris & Karen Vogel
838-5047
TRIPLEX
235-237 Whitesell
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Chris & Karen Vogel
838-5047
TRIPLEX
235-237 Whitesell
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Chris & Karen Vogel
838-5047
KINGSTON APARTMENTS
220-240 S. Knox
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Dan Becker
838-4737
SUNRISE APARTMENTS
339-365 W. Jackson
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Richard Dinsmore
838-2728
WINDJAMMER SOUTH
471 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Chris & Karen Vogel
838-5047

I MAPLE COURT

v?i7hrj,r^

,ownhoij

" «nits.
i 2 baths, fully carpeted, disposal,
dishx;ir pa,i°'cab,c F

SUMMER
RATES
PER
MONTH

~

$120.00

$155.00 for 2
people - $5.00
each for more
than 2

Li"tLbeClr0.Om

,Urn,shed "nits. Fully
courtyard. Convenient

$135.00

2 bedroom:
1 bedroom:

$95.00 $115.00
$85.00 $100.00

Studio apt., furnished, carpeted, kit
chen, appliances, carport, private en
trance, all utilities paid.

1 bedroom, furnished, carpeted. Ap
pliances, large living room with gas log
fireplace. Private patio, carport, all
utilities paid.

$115.00

2 bedroom, furnished, carpeted, 2 full
baths, dishwasher, disposal, large living
room with gas log fireplace, private
patio, 2 car carport.
2 bedroom townhouses, 1 & 2 bedroom
furnished and unfurnished apt. Ap
pliances, water & garbae paid. Some
with private patios Unfurnished apts.
include appliances only.

From $80.00

From $85.00

1 bedroom furnished & unfurnished.
Carpeted, all electric & free TV booster
hook up, close to school (1 block), water
& garbage paid.

1 bedroom furnished
1 bedroom unfurnished

$89.50 $125.00
$89.50 $125.00

2 bedroom furnished & unfurnished.
Carpeted, all electric, major appliances,
free TV booster hook up and courtyard
with stream, water & garbage paid.
Secluded.

2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished

$118.50 $140.00
$108.50 $130.00

2 bedroom
2 bedroom

331 S. Monmouth Ave.
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Dan Palmer
838-1525
WINDJAMMER NORTH
180 W. Ackerman
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Gary Stevens
838-3398

1 & 2 bedroom furnished and un
furnished. Carpeted all electric, cour
tyard, free TV booster hook up, water &
garbage paid.

furnished
unfurnishedl bedroom furnished
1 bedroom unfurnished

2 bedroom furnished & unfurnished.
Carpeted, all electric; major appliances
and large courtyard with fountain, free
TV booster hook up, water & garbage
paid.

2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished

WALNUT COURT
270-280-290 S. Warren
Monmouth, Oregon
Manager: Dan Powell
838-2145

3 studio apartments. 1 & 2 bedroom
furnished or unfurnished. Carpeted, all
electric, free TV booster hook up and
major appliances, wter & garbage paid,
convenient to shopping.

2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished
1 bedroom furnished
l bedroom unfurnished
Studio

May 30/ 1974

FALL
RATES
PER
MONTH

s,udevdrt°»r ,ur"ish«1' ""'V carpeted,
study den, private vanity & sink in each
bedroom. Fully electric appliances
garbage & water paid.

to sCpi'n"

Loading the nress

$98.00
$98.00
$89.50
$89.50

$135.00
$135.00
$119.50
$119.50

The 1st lamron 2 rolls off the press (photo by Chris Byers).

$118.50 $140.00
$108.50 $130.00

STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS
$98.00
$98.00
$89.50
$89.50
$65.00

$135.00
$135.00
$119.50
$119.50
$100.00

Mon - Sat.

1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
(212) 675-4849
Term papers & thesis from 90c page
10:30 - 4:00
Campus Jobs Available
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On campus . . .

Students question faculty reductions
by NANCY BARTOSZ
& KENN LEHTO
Photos by VALCAMP
Many students are or should be
losing 37.5 instructors for the
year
1975-1976.
Faculty
Senate
President,
Frances
Mattingly proposed the method of
"last hired, first fired", while
Student Government has been
stressing the importance of
faculty evaluations. A decision in
this respect must be reached
immediately and with due con
sideration for the quality of the
education that we, the students
pay for so dearly, as letters, of
termination will be delivered on
June 10, 1974.
To find out just how some of the
students feel about faculty
reductions we journeyed around
campus with microphone in
hand, and this is what we found.

Mickey Brown (freshman) "Someone
said
yesterday
(Thursday,
May
23)
that
someone with the State Board of
Higher Education did something
so that about twenty-three of
these people would not have to be
cut. So the way I understand it,
they're not going to have to cut as
many. And I hope they don't
because I can't see cutting all
those instructors just because
there's going to be a cut in
student
enrollment.
They're
cutting teachers on the basis of
seniority instead of the quality of
the teachers. I think they should
cut out seniority and tenure. And
as
far
as
studnt-faculty
evaluations go, I support them
one hundred percent."

Kathy Cook (freshman)
"They're taking all the younger
ones. They're just starting out
and they're pretty good. They're
cutting back professors that are
young and good teachers."

Digby Morrow (senior) - "First
of all, what you really need is a
uniform method of evaluation. I
feel that this means faculty
evaluations. How they turn out
and how effective they are
remains to be seen.
The main problem that you're
up against here is tenure. Tenure
is really important for academic
freedom.
Then
the
ad
ministration can't say you're
going to teach this in this man
ner. But when you're making
faculty cuts, it shouldn't be a
'holier than thou' position. There
should be some kind of measure
of the quality of teaching. We
have a right to a quality
education, right? The method of
tenure just isn't adequate. People
are being fired who deserve to be,
but a lot more are being fired who
deserve to stay."

Scholarship
to honor student
A series of fund-raising events
is being planned by several
Oregon College of Education
students who were friends of
James K. Samuelson, 22, who
was killed in a one-car accident
near Monmouth May 18.
Lloyd Jones and Gordon Steele
said the funds will be used to
establish a student loan fund,
then later a scholarship fund in
lavor of the popular Samuelson,
who would have graduated from
OCE this year.
A posthumous degree of
bachelor of science in social
science has been authorized by
the college.
Among the money - raising
events will be a golf tournament
and a dance, Jones and Steele
said.
Samuelson would have been
among the first OCE students
majoring in business economics
to have graduated. The major
was established last year.
He was a graduate of Jewell
High School and attended Clatsop
Community College, Astoria,
before transferring to OCE in
1972. He was active in the Big
Brother program at OCE, and
had worked closely with children
in Independence.
During vacation periods, he
worked lor Oney's near Elsie and
planned to enter the restaurant
business after graduation.
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They said donations to the fund
may be sent to the OCE business
office. Checks should be made out
to OCE with a notation that the
money is for the Samuelson
Memorial Fund.

Dan Alvardo (sophomore) - "I
wouldn't say that tenure is the
only way to do it. But I would say
it's a reasonable way. It's
causing quite a hassle. Some
instructors have to go. It's too
bad that there's a lot of good in
structors that are going to be laid
off. But somebody's got to go."

Tom Shaffer (senior) - "I'm a
part-time student. I think the
students should have a say in the
work and function of
the
teachers. The evaluations would
be a valid form of assessment.
Tenure seems valid, too. In any
job situation, the people with the
experience are going to be the
ones who aren't fired, whether
they are qualified or not."

Alice Sicora (senior) - "I'm
feeling it more closely. I know
that in the science department
that they are cutting two of the
teachers. And I think, as far as
faculty goes, they are the best in
the science department. And I
think some of the people who are
older or aren't teaching as well
Concerned with the current
could possibly be cut before they situation of higher education
are And this is where the student especially
at
OCE,
Earl
evaluation comes in. This is Edmonds, teacher at Talmadge
where they can find out what the Junior High, has created a Tstudents like and who's con shirt to draw attention to the
tributing what to the depart situation.
ments."
The white shirt with a red
design carries the motto Save
Oregon College and bears the
OCE
seal.
The
shirt
is
manufactured by ESP Screen
Products and sell for $3 plus $.50
postage and handling for mail
orders.
Edmonds teaches business and
typing
at
Talmadge.
He

Betty Williams (senior)
"They have to make faculty cuts
but I hope they're fair and I think
they probably will be. I think that
the student evaluations should be
used so that the students have
some say in deciding who's going
and who's staying."

Ruth Wickett (OCE staff)
"I'm not sure how I feel about it.
I'll miss some of the profs and I
think some should go because
they're Jiot very good. I'm not a
student, it makes it kind of hard
for me to judge. It's an awful big
cut and I'd hate to see a lot of
them go."

New OCE T-shirts

T('n>.

1ppp«
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Samuelson,
Elsie Route, Seaside; three
brothers, Phillip, in the Air Force
at Tacoma, David and Donald, a
foster brother; and his grand
mother,
Alma
Samuelson,
Jewell.

criticized and evaluated by their
students. I feel that it's necessary
that everyone should participate
in this.
Evaluations should not be the
determining factor, but they
should be a factor involved in the
determining of faculty cuts. I feel
that the way they do it now, just
by tenure, isn't the way it should
be done. Some of the teachers
without
tenure
are
better
qualified than some of the
teachers who have been here a
long time. How can you judge a
teacher's ability on the amount of
years he's been here?"

yira8 (freshman) - "I
S/Udent

valuations are

°rthefacultytoniake

SHACK

and wh °"Wh0 should be C"1
and who shouldn't be cut
Because there's always the
chance that some of the older

sf tswt ~«
themselves to be open^belng

Fashions for the young...
and the young at heart.

SWEATERS

FREE PARKING

Mr

cfvS>V

CALCULATORS

STEREO LQUNfiF

DICTATIONI

HI-FI COMPONENTS

SALEM

395 Liberty NE

PORTLAND
SW 5th & Wa.
224-2141

LLOYD
CENTER
288-4864

graduated from OCE with a
degree in graphic arts. He has
recently become concerned about
the dilemmas facing OCE in the
form of faculty reductions and
falling enrollment. He hopes that
the shirts will make people aware
of the problem so that a solution
may be reached.
The shirts may be obtained
sending check or money order to
Earl Edmonds, Rt. 1 Box 271,
Independence, Oregon 97351. He
asks that at least two weeks be
allowed for delivery. Sweatshirts
are also available for $5 plus $.50
postage and handling.

588-1122
EUGENE
30 E. 11th
342-2463

VFST

SUEDE JACKETS
ALL COLORS

•PORTCOATS & SLACKS]
1379 High St. N.E.I
M0:00 om-5?30 pm PoilyH
lamron 2

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE!
ON KENWOOD
"Two-Four"
Quad Receiver
+

'KEIMWOQQ KR-P'a<jr»

Tred 4 Channel

erv

Rec

down the street
THURSDAY, MAY 30

-

la"ln •

•01 a? 7Ep5nate Wi" h°'d HS 'aSl meetin« 0f SPrinS

te™

knight in NS

CeX™?LARr)CheCteK °Ut °f thC Learnin§ Activities and Research
<LARC) must be returned by 10 p.m.
FRIDAY, MAY 31
t GoodNews! This is the last day of classes. But you already knew

^Receiver6r6d

KENWOOD 8340
(With CD-4 Demodulator)

70 watts x 2 Rms
30 watts x 4 Rms
Was $699.95
Now

SATURDAY, JUNE 1

KENWOOD 6340
50 watts
x 2 Rms
20 watts
x 4 Rms
Now

$1

2 Channel

195

KENWOOD 5340
30 watts
x 2 Rms
12 watts
x 4 Rms

Was $489.95

$'

$•

195

The OCE-CES Ministrings will present the complete program that
was given last week at Expo '74 tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Oregon
Co,lege Center. The concert is open to the public without
charge

TRADE - INS

Today's Commencement ceremony will award a record number of
degrees for OCE totaling 898. The ceremony begins at 2 p.m. in the
New PE Building.

"Used But Not Abused"

ALL CAMPUS

i Mcintosh 6100 Pre-am-Amp in W.C.

WE SELL

*475

l Mcintosh 5100 Pre-am-Amp in W.C.

1 Mcintosh MQ101 Equilizer (5 mo. old)

Registration for summer term will be held Monday, June 17. Place
and time will be announced at a later date. Summer term classes will
begin Tuesday.

1 Mcintosh MLl-C Spkrs. (5 mo. old)

Staff reduction petition

2 Base 901 With Stands
1 Nikko4020 Receiver (Demo)
1 Nikko 7070 Receiver (Demo)
(MjnfCcond?? Au*°"Reverse Tape Deck with dust cover «250
2 J BL Lancer 44 Spkrs.

M20 Pr

2 JBL Prima 125 Spkrs. (Demo)

*220/Pr

1 Dual 1229 with base, dust cover and Shure V1511 cant.

$|

1 Sound SD 202 Receiver
$70

1 Sound SQA 203 Stereo Amp.
2 Jensen 12" 2-Way Spkrs.
1 BSR 6500 Turntable

^25

1 Allied 919 Turntable

^20

1 Pioneer 8-Track Player with built-in stereo amplifiers

$£Q

1 Barker-Adams Stereo Amp.

$|
qq

1 Loyld Compact AM-FM Radio and Turntable..

$*50

1 Checkmate 50 Guitar Amp and Spkrs.

^100

Now at

COFFEE, TEA OR STEREO
1949 State Street - Salem
Open 1-5 Mon.-Sat.

For the convenience of students and faculty preparing for final
»InS'."le GGE Library will be open extra hours during the weekend
of May 31 - June 2. Hours will be Friday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday 9
a.m. to 10p.m.; and Sunday 2to 10p.m.
Those wishing to contribute to the James R. Samuelson student loan
lund may send contributions to the business office or make checks out
to the college with the notation that the money is for the Samuelson
fund.
For those interested: the House Judiciary Committee's hearings on
impeachment will be carried by KOAC and KOAP-FM radio. Open
hearings are expected at 7 and II a.m. Tuesday thru Thursday each
week.

1 Mc Intosh MR-73 AM-FM Tuner in W.C.

May 30, 1974

studenAnLt0d®yn!he ^ookstore wi» he buying back books from
huvW hT t°
,Se" 1 ose they honght there. They will continued
buying books through Friday.

FRIDAY, JUNE 7

(5 mo. old)

$450

MONDAY, JUNE 3
Today is the first day of Finals Week.
It is also the last day for clubs to re-charter for next year.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5.

WAS PRICED

$630

SUNDAY, JUNE 2
2 Jm !«oen mgiaj inrhe !rdUCational Media Center will be open from
- p.m. to 9 p.m. today for the convenience of the students.

Was $419.95

Now

195

JuT,edChHstTeT^%?°V„ie b 3" ^ago." starring Omar Sharif.
S'eiger and Geraldine Chaplin. Showings will be at
2 « anH q ™
, 6 and 9.30 p.m. in the College Center Coffee Shop. Admission is $1.00.

364-2379

Our return to OCE is
contingent on the successful
negotiation of the following
conditions :
1- No more than 1/3 of the
faculty terminated because
of enrollment decline may be
non-tenured.
2. A merit system of
evaluation which gives 80
per cent of the weight to the
factor
of
teaching ef
fectiveness must be used.
3. Eighty percent of the
measure of teaching ef
fectiveness shall be deter
mined
by
the
Spring
Quarter,
campus-wide
system
of
instructional
evaluation.
4. A committee shall be
elected
within
each
Department consisting of 3
tenured faculty, (exclusive
of Chairperson) and 2 nontenured faculty. One faculty
member
shall
be
the
Department Senator, the
others shall be elected at

large. Two students shall
serve on the committee, one
the Department Senator, the
other elected at large. This
committee shall review the
personnel decisions of the
Divisions and Department
Chairperson for compliance
with established criteria and
procedures.
5. Any decision which the
committee deems not in
compliance with criteria
shall be referred to the
Reduction Advisory Com
mittee. These cases shall
have access to the hearing
procedures established in
AR 41.330 to 41.390 if the
faculty member so wishes.
6. The three notices of
non-renewal of
contract
given in June of 1973 for
enrollment declines shall be
rescinded. These faculty
members shall be evaluated
by the criteria currently
established.

Alaska teachers to visit
The entire teaching staff of the
elementary school at Unalakleet
Alaska, will spend three weeks in
Monmouth at Oregon College of
Education this summer learning
how to relate text book infor
mation to Eskimo children.
Fifteen teachers and native
teacher aides will be brought to
Monmouth under a Bureau of
Indian Affairs Title I grant to
learn how to relate the printed
information to the realities of life
in the Far North.

A staff of consultants in
reading, mathematics, social
studies, art, music and science
will assist Jensen and the
teaching staff in developing
methods of making school work
more understandable to the
Eskimo children.
The
group's
three-week
workshop is scheduled from July
7 to July 25. The visitors will
spend one weekend on a farm in
this area and the other weekend
visiting Expo 74 in Spokane.
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Commencement set June 7

Graduation degrees awarded to 898
MONMOUTH
Oregon College of
Education will award 898 degrees the most
ever
in commencement exercises on
F r i d a y , J u n e 7.
State Rep. Larry Perry, D Eugene, a
teacher who earned his master's degree at
OCE, will be the speaker.
Six hundred fifty-one seniors will receive
b a c h e l o r ' s d e g r e e s 4 7 3 i n e d u c a t i o n a n d 178
in various liberal arts areas. The remainder
247 w i l l r e c e i v e m a s t e r ' s d e g r e e s , m o s t l y
in education.
Commencement will begin at 2 p.m. in the
New Physical Education Building.
In t h e f o l l o w i n g l i s t o f d e g r e e w i n n e r s ,
those graduating with honors are designated
with (H) behind their names. Those who
graduate with honors have a grade point
average of at least 3.5 during their college
careers.
B a c h e l o r o f A r t s in E d u c a t i o n
Salem: Linda Louise DeVol, Leanne Marie
Gatlin, Beverly Benezet Haines, Theresa
Eileen Herman, Rocco Romano Paladino
(H), Darrell Vern Robertson, Loretta Mae
Swenwold, Jasper Mark Winn.
Monmouth: Rose Ann Knecht, Richard
Christopher Mann, Sandra Carol Manning,
Kathleen Sue McFie (H), Cheryl Lorene
Palmer, Valerie Chirin Smith.
Portland: Michael Erick Haglund (H),
Vicky LaVerne Jones, Wendy Jean Powell
(H), Christine Elaine Purvis (H).
Other Oregon: Kristen Marie Dahlen (H)
R o b i n L e e H e c k , b o t h A s t o r i a ; L y n n l'
Evans, Beaverton; Linda Rose Taylor,
Brownsville, Pamela Clare Myers (H),
Cottage Grove; Lore Kay Shinn, Dallas;
Rosana Mae Roth, Dayton; Teresa Grace
Ogend, Adrienne Frazy Smith, both Eugene,
E. Barron Hillis, Hood River; Garry Leroy
Robinson, Independence; Marjorie May
Strid (H), Klamath Falls; Lu Ann Williams,
Nancy Claire McKinnon, both Lebanon;
Sara Catherine Fisher, Newberg; Linda
Jean Sturdivant Porter (H), Pendleton;
Keith Leon Strom, Roseburg; Dennis
Patrick Wallace, Seaside; Wyoma Kay
Barrett,
Sheridan;
Ann
Elizabeth
Longworth, Springfield; Janice Agnes
Quarles, Tigard, Candace Kay Sander,
Tillamook, Heidi Marie Joost, Troutdale;
Mary Louise Harrington, Susan Paulette
Lind, both Westlake.

Janet Eileen Suckow (H), Patrick Dennis
Sutton, Cynthia Jane Vogel, Elizabeth Ray
White, Cynthia Dee Wolfe (H).
Albany: Gary Ray Fetter, Dorothy
Llewellyn Geer, Jennifer Sue Knuths (H),
Gary Edward Martin, Virginia Carolyn
Mohr, Shirley Ann Schmidt ((H), Mary Lynn
Stenbeck.
Aloha: Marilyn Jean Graham, Donna
Helen King, Colleen Marie Lozier, Gail Ruth
Sanford, George E. Tomaskie.
Astoria: Mark Jon Fick, Russell Harry
Hickman, Brenda Lee Hugill Fitts, Jon Nor
man Saarheim, Joann Marlene Youtsler
(H), Jon Thomas Znamierowski.
Beaverton: Gayle Cathy Adams, Robert
Michael Hess, Michele Ann Ruscigno, Julie
Ann Scott, Nancy Jane Smith.
Bend: Dean Frederick Edwards, Ronnie
Alvin Pool, Jeanne Lynn Vaughn (H), Joan
Linda Walter (H), Darla Keen Wood.(H).
Colton: Larry Jim Benthin (H), Pamela
Dale Liedtke, Dorothy B. O'Dell, Gail Ann
Rice.
Corvallis: Mopelola Margaret Fatokun,
Louisa Faye Fryer, Diana Jean Fuller,
Donna Renee Halter, Minda Linnea Nelson,
Pamela Sue Paul, Marjorie Susan Penned,
Lloyd Daniel Reese, Dwaine Dee Reid,
David L. Skoubo, Donna Sue Sparber.
Dallas: Barry James Banford (H), Dana
Louise Barricklow, Patrick Harvey Brock,
Betty L. Harper, David Dwayne Stairs,
Janice Eileen Stapleton, Paul D. Voth, Delia
Veda Wilke.
Forest Grove: Larry Edward Benson,
Mary Lou Carroll, Timothy Neil Hundley,

Marie Peters, Bonita Kay Tibbs, both
Cornelius; Janice JoAnn Baarstad, Gerard
Otto Settelmeyer, both Cottage Grove;
JoAnne Elizabeth Taylor, Creswell; Steven
Ronald Finnicum (H), Judy Carole Herrig
(H), both Dayton; Diana Margaret Janac,
Dundee; Betty Jane Grimsrud, Elkton,
Rebekah Jean Rust, Eugene; Donna JoAnn
Coats, Falls City; Janet Lou Allen, Fossil.
Elizabeth Ann Serell, Gladstone, Dan
Calvin Christensen, Glide; Kathy Ann Todd,
Grants Pass; Jeffrey Ryan Mills, Barbara
Ann Todd (H), both Gresham; Daniel
Franklin Moody, Halfway; Toni Kay Wat
ters, Harrisburg; Verone Elizabeth Brenna,
Hebo; Julia Ann Camp (H), Ronald Edward
Radcliffe, both Hubbard; Elizabeth Anne
Boethin, John Day; Charles Reid Hodges,
Junction City; Cecilia Marie Pisan, Klamath
Falls.
Douglas Leon Trice, LaGrande; Vicky Sue
Everest, Leanna Patricia Garrison, both
Lincoln City; Ruth Opal Meek, Susan Irene
More, both Lyons; Kathleen Ruth Hillis
Connie Kay Tingle, both Madras; Linda Lee
Pesciallo, Milton Freewater; John William
Starr, Monroe; Richard Russel Aman, Mt.
Angel; Jo Anne Galtoreath, Nehalem.
Debra Christine Loudenback, Michael
Scott Steele, both Newport; Kathleen Lois
Benson. Judv Ann Goins. both North Bend.
Rebecca Loy Burdic, Ontario; Daniel
Joseph Burns, Sherry Lee Holt, both Oregon
City; Colin Gale Cameron, Pacific City;
John Darrel Hammond, Philomath; Sue
Ellen Heidinger, Lois Eileen Shepard, both
Prineville.

n?in£ r?.rtr^9e' P a u l i n e Dee Patterson,
Diana Christine Pebley, Rebecca Susan
Pfeifer, Jeanne Politiske (H), Sharon Lea
Poteet (H), Linda Lee Procter, Lynn Marie
Ramsey, Barbara Diane Reed, Suzanne
Lydia Rempfer, Judith Ann Riopelle,
Stephanie Ann Ripke, Steven John Ritchie,
Mary Christine Robertson.
Joan Alee Ross, Pamela J. Rowland, Paul
Arthur Schoenborn, Stephen Glenn Skeels,
Cynthia Louise Smith,Renee Diane Smith,
Terry Wayne Snyder, Kathleen Dee Stairs,
Connie
Lois Summers,
Ginger
Lee
Symington, Cheryl Ann Vachter, Paula
Irene Vawter, Laurajean Weeks, Nina Irene
W^lls, Blanche Jane Wolfe, Michael Anthony
Monmouth: Cynthia Carol Adolf (H),
Larry Joe Black, Shermayne Inez Boethin,
Mount Joseph Br ice. Leana Mae Brown,
Charlotte May Copeland, Carol Lynn
Coronios, Kristine F. Dalton, Gary J. David,
William Lewis Dollar, Renee Naomi
Douglass, Douglas Bruce Ebner, Candis Ann
Ferguson, Ronnie Gene Ferguson, Ann
Gage, Ellen Marie Gordon, Daniel Lee
Gorman.
Valerie Jean Gorman, Peggie Jean Grosh
Bernard yince,,, Herb, Patricia Ann
Hiebert, David Monroe Holmes, Thomas Lee
k'o!! 6 ' . D ° y l e . N K e n a d y , B e r n e i c e P e a r l
ennel, Tern Joene Keogh, Marilee Knoll,
Jane Mardell Koivisto, Michael Charles
Kopp, Lawrence Arden Lockett, Sandra
Catherrne Loewen.
Ann Marie Marshall, David Daniel Martin,
Odnm ? E d , w a r d Matney, Foster Ausborne
Odom Jr., Jacqueline Marie Olson, Bonnie
0"'
Thomas
1 * 1 aa
Lee Pemberton,
Jean Marie Phifer, Kevan Russell Pratt,
Winnie Unsiog Rabago, Michael Albert
Shafer, Barbara Ann Utz, Susan Templeton

Brucew^0^^ Ant°ne Wad,ow' Robert
Portland: Weston Bryant Aanderud, Anna
KaThPr
AA

U

I

Michael

VrS' Car°'yn
Cre90' Janet

James

Jean Clark' Anni*
Virginia Davenport,
Donahue, Holly Dustan,

F r i s e l i A n FV, i t S r f l ' ° e n i S e B a r b a r a A ™
? ,'?
Gasser (H), Ruth Ann
, a d y.' J u l , e Ann Hendereson (H),
n
H
o
l
Karpn i K
™es, Rick Hoxmeier,
C ^ J r S ° , n ' M a r i l y n A n n K'inepier,
Charlene Ann Lee, Karen Yvonne Lloyd
Debra Lyn Mayer, Jill Laraine Men
Ne"»n 'joh ° w°e ,Lvnn M e y e r ' Corlen K a y
Nelson, John Wesley North, Linda Anne
Leerpau<iv,'B<

PauJ 0livera'>,

r a u i v . B oj n n i e L e e R u li K^r#»nDiane
Ar.«
Schiller, Katherine Jo Schuma'n (H), David
Theodore Schwindt, Constance Jo Scotton,
John Francs Smith II, Oscar Stenberg Ml,
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Bachelor of Arts in Social Science
Dennis Lawrence Casqueiro, Verna M.
Shepard, Barbara L. Watson, all Salem;
Donna Jean Davidson (H), Naqcy Ann
McAdams, both Monmouth; Pete S. Unrau,
Dallas; Terri Jeanne Mascott, Milwaukie;
Waide Earl Langston, Portland; Linda Jane
Wood, Seaside; Tamara Kay Parks,
Silverton.
Bachelor of Science in Social Science
Salem: Larry Robert Akin, Ronald David
Autry, Greg Edward Baker, William Stanley
Bartholomew Jr., Paul Bettiol., Marlyn Dee
Blumenstein, Steven Raymond Carey (H),
Rebecca Sue Carpenter, Donna Cynthia
Cleland, Joseph Franklin Clinton, Lorin
L. Colbath (H), Mary Susan Crothers,
Sharon Diane Daugherty, Timothy Eldon
Davenport,
Janis
Lynne
Davidson,
Katherine Mae Doty;, William Howard
Doucette Jr., Richard Evert Givens Jr. (H),
Cathleen Gay Green, Ronald Arden Hales,
Gary Neal Hammond (H).
Robert Glenn Horn, Stephen Charles Ihrig,
Roger Alfred Johnston, Margaret Katherine
Kel low, Noel Garvain Kirack, Grant
Franklin Koch, William F. Mathis Jr.,
Marlene Ann Neier, Shirley Louise Morley,
Virginia Wells Morris (H), Robert Lynn
Nelson, Derek Louis Oliver, Cecil James
Pearson.
John Roger Ritchie, Dale Randall
Robertson, Steven Charles Schmidt, Michael
Gary Schoenbelen, John Michael Smith
Steven Joseph Strauch, Lonn Laroy
Swanson, Mary Kathryn Tegner, Richard C.
Tissue, Daniel Edwin Whitney, Ray Harper
Wing, Roger David Woods.
Monmouth: Abdulmuhsin Abdullah Al
Shaikh, Darwin Gary Aslin, Kenneth Lee
Boethin, Ronald E. Comstock, Carolyn Anne
Criddle, Gary Kent David, Michael Olin
Davidson, Dennis Michael Dougherty, John
Eric Ekelund, Thomas Anthony Fleming,
Ronald Dean Flug, James Edward Gardner,
Stuart Edward Gourley, Stepyen Alexander
Gray, Dal Bruce Hammer.
Gary Keith Houk (H), John Andrew Howe,
Jerry Dean Marr, Dennis Wayne McElroy,
Adewole Amos Olaniyan, Sally Lynn Peyree!
Kenneth Lee Simmons, Annabelle Marie
Peterson Sumner, Ronald Curtis Taylor,
Terry Lee Thompson, Larry Michael Van
Dusen.
Forest Grove: Robert Lynn Adamson,
Marucie Robert DeWolf Jr., Martha Jean
Shotwell.

B a c h e l o r o f S c i e n c e in E d u c a t i o n
Salem: Connie Allison Amondson, Carolyn
Faye Anders, Barbara Ann Asher,m Teresa
Louise Autry, Herman Leo Baca, Janet
Elizabeth Barker, Bonnie Jill
Barrett,
Harold Lynn Bates, Linda Emalea Bawden,
Rosemary
Brown, Karen Lei
Bugado
Robert James Bulen, William Blair Cardwell, Cathy Pauline Carmien, Gayle Ann
Chartier, Edward Clinton Cinquini Jr
Karen Marie Clark, Rebecca Aileen
Clarkson, Paula Annette Colby, Joene Mary
Courtney, Joseph L. Cover, Sharon Louise
Dague, Deana Darlene Dean, Teresa Ann
Diarmit, Kenneth Duane Dierks, Stephen
Mark Dillon, Mary Evelyn Dodge, Wayne
Allen Doolin, Sharron Anne Eyre.
Erich Karl Faust, David Lester Fehske,
JoAnne Fisher, Barbara Jo-Ellen Fitts,
Kathy Therese Forster, Marty Alice Friesen, Philip Jay Galvin, Susanne Dolezal Gor
ham, Lawrence Michael Graves, Cheryl Ann
Greene, Deborah Lynn Gribskov, Judith
Maurme Guthrie, Mark Joseph Haevers,
Bruce Allen Hansen (H), Arthur Eugene
Haun, Larry Wayne Hayward, Mark Glenn
Highberger.
Linda Sue Hillpot, Patricia Linda Hoey,
Patricia Lynn Howell, Karen Louise Hughes,
Carol Anne Jansen, Theresa Lynn Johnston,
Patricia L. Keyte, Robert H. Koval, Susan
Marie Kreft, Tom George Lawrence, Sandi
Lynn Lonnquist, Daniel Luis Martinez,
Robert Henry Maul, Gregory L. Murphy,
Ronald William Mussmecher,
Karyl
Charlene Nisly.
Alice Louise Olsen (H), Donna Marie
Osborne, Glenda Eileen Parker, (H), Allen

Bachelor of Science in Natural
Sciences
Donald Eugene Carroll Jr., Charles
Hassing Jacobsen, Linda Jean Mattson, all
of Salem; Gala Pock, Monmouth; Thomas
George Johnson, Astoria; Glenn Raymond
Starks Jr., Dallas; David Thomas Swanson,
Grand Ronde; Helen Elizabeth Lane, Hebo;
Patricia Dawn Wells, Molalla; William
Lawrence Anderson, Mt. Angel; Linda
Karen Segal, Mulino; Craig Alfred Penniman (H), Turner; Sandra Lee Carmin (H),
Mt. Vernon, Washington; Warren Dale Villa,
Santa Monica, California.

Independence: Steven James Bradley,
Michael David Brown, Janet Louise Coate,
Mark James Laudahl,
Julius Adetunji
Ogunlade, Gerardo Ramirez Oliveros, Larry
Dale Propeck, Steven Arthur Pyles, Mark L
Van Buskirk.

Commencement set to leave OCE's halls a little emptier.
midikotir"

Jare"'

Sharlene

Kflv

Sch-

Hillsboro: Brenda Kathryn Campbell,
Catherine Jane Heinrich (H), Steven
Michael Richards.
Hood River:
Jean Gishler,
Philip
Jon Hukari, JoAnn Janet Winter, James
5
Briceson Woody.
Independence: Judith Ann Adams, James
Ralph Boyd, Cathy Charleen Byers, Donna
Sue Hiebert, Richard Elwood Lance III,
Gilbert Lawrence Lopez, Don Lee McAllis
ter, Ralph Michael Muldoon, Mary Lee Phil
hps, Alan Dale Rothenbucher, Patricia Ann
Stone, Timothy Morgan Wheeler.

csaKs,"
LeMert, Karen Lee Miller, Kyla Shea
Norton, Beverly Ann Tunnell, Terry Lynn
McMinnville: Lawrence Duane Burgess
Suzanne Lynn Farmer, Larry Gene Johnson
Carol Jean Taylor (H)
Milwaukie: Marilyn Rose Harmon
Patricia Ann Holland, Douglas Steven
Mattson (H), Pamela Jean Moen
Newberg: Raymond W. Garner, Marcia
Louise Royal, Janene Louise Thompson
Pendleton: Lynn Ann Hubel, Deborah Ann
Sears, Stephen Lewis Walters.
St. Helens: Raul Ramon Alvarez, Corrine
Marion Fenton, Trina Sue Norman
Seaside: Barbara Jean Larfield, Candice
Jane Poppmo, Stephen Biehl Williams (H)
Silverton: Beth Ann Davisson, Lois Louise
Hanson, D Anne M. Hunegs, Anne Collett
Romey, Henry Warren Tautfest, Con
stance Denise Volker.
Sweet Home: Levitt David Horner, Glenn
Alvin Looney, Kevin Michael Moen.,
The Dalles: Kathryn Lynn Axtell
Varner 0 6

Blanche Fredrickson,

Donna Jean

Toledo. Mary Allison Coleman (H)
Connie Irene Mausen, Marsha Lee Wood
man.
Woodburn: Douglas Jay Betten, Maria
Lvnn Enos. Samuel Raymond Grassman,
Sally Jean Klein, Carol Ann Mathews, Craig
Norman Rappe, Katherine Anita Vandehey
Yamhill: Stephen Herbert Mehlhoff (H)'
Wyffels.

Sr"ith,

Terry

Eugene

Other Oregon: Judith Leigh Graf,
A l v a d o r e , C a r o l ,Jo H a h n , K a t h r y n M a y L e h
man, both Amity;, Robert Francis Wunsch,
vArirSV S ; S a n d l L e e Adkins, Aurora,
William Raymond Smith Jr. (H), Bandon,
Carol Jean Holt (H), Boring, Judith Nellie
Brutka connie Lee Dunham, both Brooks,
L.zabeth Ann Carrigg, Canby; John Robert
Hamilton, Carlton; Karen Jean Roberts,
Clackamas, Wayne L. Van Egdom, Clat
skanie, Edward Timothy Pohl, Diana Lee
Zimmerman, both Columbia City; Pamela
Ann Smith, Coquille.
Ruth Sommerville, Corbett; Christine

H^!LR AA BOWJ;S' R a ' n ' e r , C h r i s t i n e F a y e
st*n
? e n i S e R o s s ' b o t h Redmond,
AnH»rc!f
r\ kI
Rockaway, Ellen Anne
Anderson, Deborah Joyce Rieke (H), both

Sa°nfL n 9 ' S t A 6 j, V e n M a r t i n C h r i s t e n s e n ,
M a G R o d 9 e r s ' Scio; Barbara
!XV; m
Ifcp.p , lke,' S c o t t s M i l l s ; An"a Marie
Ch/rip'c n a n i ° ^ ' S e R o g e r s ' b°th Sheridan,
Charles David Goodman, Spray
rh^°c?ert , V e r n o n Foster, Springfield;
B^thum6 T Yentis, Stayton; Janet Kay
i T h e o d o r e John Mack, both
Sublimity; sally Eileen Wheeler (H),
Tangent; Joyce Ella Zadow, Tigard; Mark
Arnold Ferris, Patricia Lynn Ferris (H)
both Troutdale; Debra Sue Grenz, Heidi

i,?l

Scoh""^^^^^' ^ Turner; Timothy
U
an, Umpqua; Suzanne Irene
Kuwahara
Vale, John Thomas Tomhn
D?ane Gail n"""!? B e ' h R i c h a r d « > " , Vida;
Smith
wJcrft
n"i' Wal(,P°'-'. Susan Rae
bm th" Wasco; Dolores Darlene Brown,
W.Ilamma, Stephanie Anne Clark, Win
Chester; Paul Grant Mean*; r m
rv
enmS
David Meeuwsen, both Yoncalla. '
Out

of

state:

Alaska

Ellen

Lea

LaUmmaUM' H ° m e r ; S t e P h a n i e Michelle
,Ho°P1er Bay< Janet Lee Keck,
Richard Langley Royce, both Sitka
Fe 0nzuka<

Hanaun" •
Hanako Inaba,
KeUkaahaam?'

Holualoa,

Kahu,ui;

Hilo; Rowena
Ann Shigeko

RaV

S. Emura,
Miki Ur*Haan/u! M k h i e U m e n ° ' M a r S b a
r?mata
<ft , H ) ' c t a > t h K U ' a ; D e n i s N o r i o
3
SaChiK°
0ka^OtO,
Lamina'
I
both
Arleen
aa k ?
Hanako Arita, Ginger
Kiku™° ^nHlbaShc' b ° t h L i h u e ' Cjandice
toth

wailu^u

Montana

'

S,6Phanie

MaSae

ihoda'

Jane Ella Ranfro, David Dean
cth

Billings;

c^rni^'
South Dakota
Carrol Ann Scofield, Prairie City Utah
Larry D. Martin, Ogden
Becky
Marie
Pu^aimi"9!?" •
Shoup,
Puyallup, Mariorie Diane May (H) 'Jane
Elizabeth Sedell, both Vancouver; Sandrf
Jean Mitchell (H), Walla Walla.

Portland. Harry Louis Davison, Karen
Jean Evenson, Larry Vernon Linne, Gloria
Jean McWilliams, Donna May Measner
Rebecca Mignon Pauli, Shirley Jo Thomas
Daniel Wayne Watkins.
Other Oregon: Robert Clyde Harper Jr
John Zito, both Albany; Martha Louise
Henderson, Sherri Ann Robitsch (H), both
Astoria; Lynda Kay Stewart, Beaverton
Ronald Michael Crockett, Brooks; Dennis C.
Higginbotham;, Canby; Pegeen Sue Fitz
Patrick, Chiloquin; Thomas Franklin Jolma,
Clatskan.e, Barbara Gayle Breeden, Lloyd
E. Maulding, both Dallas
R a u ' Ai",hur Jackson, Estacada; Charles
Edward Davidson, Susan Ann Hamner, both
Eugene, Jeffrey Joseph Drago, Foster;

KfltMpon'neSter Banning, Gervais; Laurie
KatMeen Brown, Nancy Jeanne McAllister,
both Gresham; Anthony Paul Johnson,
Halfway; Josie Mack Bunt, Hood River;
Marta Elia Aguilar, Melinda Kay Busteed
both Jefferson; Una Marie Murphy,
Lakev.ew, Larry Keith Lane, Lee Bradley
Longfellow, both McMinnville; James
Phillip Bachmeier, Milwaukie; Garv E
Shelton, Newberg.
Franz Michael Hastrich, Leland Allyn
Rouncttree Jr., North Bend; Glen Calvin
Morinaga, Ontario; Pamela Lee Phillips
Pendleton;
John.
Lawrence
Perry
Prineville, James Raye Samuelson (degree
awarded posthumously), Seaside; Joy
Leanne Hawkins, Shedd, Teresa Elaine
Anderson, Silverton; Jan Marie Goodman,
Stayton; Louanne Cecilia Heuberqer
Thomes
Joseph
Schumacher,
both
DarrI?. L B e v e r l y J a a " Dage, Sutherlin,
Darrell Warren Tedisch, Tangent; Carol
Ann McKinnon (H), Turner; James Herbert
VA ?
S' W a r m S p r i n g s ; M a r y S u e W a l l a c e ,
Wasco; Leslie Jo Weatherill, Woodburn.
Hin^^h S.t3tt: Hawaii
Sandr a Yoshie
Higa, kahulu. Nebraska
Garold M. Miller,
Grand Island; Paul Rbger Johnson, Lincoln'
New Hampshire
Susan Sheahan Townei
Greenland. Samoa
Faufano Autele.
Master of Arts in Teaching
rhSa'ier:r,Jerrylee A n n B u r s s a ' George
Charles Dyer, Kathleen Marie Herndon
Carrol1 Wayne Lofton, Raymond H Mc'
Lei

d9 n

Caro,yn

R^nolds Miller, Orianne

WeldoPn°^ckJameS

MNbre

Si"*'

^

Bachelor of Arts in The Arts
Robin Dee Power (H), Monmouth.
Bachelor of Science in The Arts
Edward James Classen, Astoria

R8'd

Pic^ ^ n m o ^r' G°rd0"
BafbeJ°L?f Arts in

^

Humanities

Jean Ellen Blair, Salem

Louthan, Monmouth.
BThoemL0l,Science in

Dehnrah c i v

E SfEarb"

Florence"6James

Hillsboro;
Everert'tCph^Dsrrif°h
Daniel
L„ a n o n ;
Donald
Craber mILI
LCoy
a
;
R
b
e
r
l J a m e s Wimberly
Pwdfeton
rT
o
Gill«pie,
Wahir
"n R
Powers

Ralph Philip

klosternnan' 'aSweeT H o m e ;

Franke, Nancy Joanna Freeman, Demetrio
Gamponia Jr., Evelyn Marie Gatlin,
Caroline Whitcomb Gehring, Gordon Roy
Hagglund, Donna Alice Hamer, Karen Kay
Hawley, Nell Berta Hickok, Loa Joan Jor
dan, Shelley J. King, Michael John Kolb,
Ruth Susan Larson, Stuart William McNeil,
Nancy Lee Miller, Elizabeth Peach Olsen,
Gary Lee Pelo, Jean Rhodus, Barbara
Eleanor Ruhle.
Marlea Bernice Sheridan, Duayne Meade
Soderstrom, Marlin C. Stringer, Kathleen
Ann Thomison, Barbara Ann Thompson,
John Michael Tracy III, Frances Elizabeth
Trumbull, Joan Marie Vandehey, Steve
Allen Vincent, Sanford T. Weinstein, Cleone
Ruth Welty, Janet Purvine Whitney, John
Clifford Wilson, Ruth E. Woolfe.
Monmouth: William John John Allen,
Fcank L. Ashmore, John Aloysius Bain,
Lynn Marie Bain, Raymond Warren
B a l l a n t y n e , L a r r y AITen B a r r , C a t h y D e l r a e
Blanchard, Brent Allen Bodmer, Carolyn
Bg, Gary Gene Bruner, Carol Sue Butts,
Richard Lee
Butts, Celina Andrade
C a m p b e l l , L i n d a M a r i e C l a c k , J a n i c e J.
Cole, Duane Allen Conger, L. Richard Coon,
Jacquelyn Crowson, Carolyn Sue Eldred,
Patricia Mary Fonatnini, Donna M. Ford,
Robert Allen
Fussell,
Karl
Richard
Hellberg, Donna Kay Hodsdon, Charlotte
A n n 11 i f f .
Stephen Louis
Isaacson, Janet
Ruth
Jackson, Roxann Marie Jensen, James
Lester Johnston, Ross R. Kari, Judith Eileen
Kieff, Ronald Bernard Koivisto, Kenneth
A n d r e w K o s k o , D e n n i s E . K r u g , E l l e n T.
Lawson, Patience O'Har McArthur, Harry
William McManus, Nancy Cathcart Mofc
sko, Jacqueline Marie Olson, Noal D
Preslar.
Darrel Dee Richardson, Paul Raymond
Riley, W. Larry Roach, Barbara Rollinson,
Jane Isabelle Rutter, Dennis Clebourne
Simpson, Denise Rae Stevenson, Theodore
Rex Swigart,
Earl
George Thompson,
Berniece Matthews Thornton, Patrick
Clifford Thornton, Susan Ann Todd, Steven
Allan Waksman, Harmony Jill Ward,
Michael Wayne Watkins.
Albany: May Evedene Bennett Russell
Gunter (all onename), Linda Dale Ponsford,
Sister Marietta Schindler, Gloria Maxine
Shibley, Doris Victoria Woodfield.
Coos Bay: Michael Larry Darcy, Leslie
Norman Engle, Dale Eugene Reiber.
Corvallis: Martha Mogan Brown, Nancy
Ann Cullen, Paula Ann Grigsby, J_ois Jean
LeForce, Kathleen D. Nelson, Barbara Jo
O'Brien, Janet K. Simmons, ertrand Thomas
Sperling, Charlene Joy Stelting, Anita
Catherine Tweedy, Tsurue Yoshimura.
Dallas: Cecil Dare Dillard, Nathan Mark
Quiring,-Claraine Virginia Ramadan.
Eugene: Colleen Margaret Donnelly,
Marilyn L. Edwards, Joanne Carol Gibbs.
Independence: Virginia Mary Donohue
Richard Allen Fruhwirth, Robin Elizabeth
Wright Jones, Robert John Valine, Carolyn
Jean Williams.
M c M i n n v i l l e : S t e p h e n A l l e n A r n d t , Ruth
Ann Goecks, David Dean Henderson,
William E. Segura.
M i l w a u k i e : H e l e n R e n a J o h n s o n , N a n c y S.
Lane, Carolyn Jean Olson,
James 0.
Pentheny.
Portland: L. Stanley Hushbeck, Janice
Irene Lund, Carol J. Matye, Karen Ray
Marie Robar, Lillian Joan Simantel
Woodburn: Jake Hurlbert, Sister Joan
Marie Pokorny, Miguel Amezcua Salinas.
Other Oregon: Margaret Joan Brockhaus,
Edith
Dorothea Schenk, both Astoria;
Lucretia A. Fisher, Aumsville; John Nathan
Brigens, Nancy Robin
Hallowell, both
Aurora, Peggy Kay Clutts, Beaverton;
Arthur Harold Gregory, Bend; Gary Wilson
Empey, Canby, Georgia Owen Akin,
Cletskame,
Diana
Fuller
Melendy,
Cloverdale; lenn Gordon Baird, Coquille;
Robert Willard Borden, JoAnne B. Harper,
both Estacada.

Rachel F. Rollins, Foster; Adee Anne
Weckert, Hermiston; Donna Marie Read,
Hood River, Janet Carol Wright, Jefferson;
Phillip Stephen Gordon, Ronald Stuart
Lindsay, both Junction City, Patricia
Temple Compton, Lake Oswego; Kathleen
Gillis, Donald Samuel Grove, both Lebanon;
Sister Barbarta Winifred Hand, Marylhurst;
Lucille Robbins, Patricia Ann Tracy,
Medford, Barbara Dean Sandgren, Molalla.
Kanta Singh Luthra, Thais (cq) Kathleen
Thomas, both Mt. Angel; Donald George
Probasco, Vernard Lee Ratzlaff, both
Newberg; John Thorpe Bull is, Linda Rae
N e i g e b a u e r , b o t h N e w p o r t ; S t e p h e n H.
Glauner, Nyssa; Elwood Lee.Wall, Kimberly
Ann Wrolstad, both Oregon City; Cynthia
Ann Hilden, Josepy Parke Zoske, both
Pendleton; William Shannon Nix, St. Paul;
David Wayne Basley, Sheridan; Loretta
Helena Labahn, Sherwood; Glen Edward
Oesch, Lois Marie Oesch, both siletz;
ir!!le B a , l a g h (Cd) Black, Stanfield.
Hilda S. Lee, Kay Morris Pendleton, both
Stayton Edward E . Nieman, William Ed
ward Volz Jr., both Sweet Home, James
"®"ry M u , ' e n ' The Dalles; Patrick Michael
Wheeler, Tillamook;Leland Gene Zundel,
Turner; John Hayes Bramsman, Waldport;
Joanne Skonnard
Hellberg, Warrenton;
Lanola Esther Schrag, Willamina, William
IlTLBurr0U9hs
both Winston.

Jr

'

Susan

LV"

Neustel,

Out of state: Albama
Robert James
W.snom Fort Rucker. Alaska
Alan Keith
Wells, Julie Ann Wells, both Unalakleet.
California
S u s a n B a r b a r a B u c k , Hun
ting ton Beach.Colorado
Carole Lee
Jimison, Longmont. Illinois John Franklyn
n« 1V' R o c k f o r d - Mississippi
Lonus
Douglas Hucks Jr., Philadelphia
New Mexico
Joel Leeds Lacey Sr.,
A'90d0"es
N ew
York
Lesley Jeanne
D
u
o .
™ ' R ' C h a r d W . Q u a c k e n b u s h , both
S^!"c 2 M a n ° r ; W. Ronald Brouillette,
S
NorthDakota
R o b e r t C.
Herdt, Belcourt. Washington
Patricia
k ~ P a c f i c ; Odette Augusta Haskell,
r^°-?i9n:Mohamed
Gohaidan, Arabia.

Soliman

Sultan

ah Ela,ne

H"manities

Woodland,^al domia.
MSa!eL0'

Alden ^ K

Bachelor of Arts in Natural Sciences
Charles S. Crom, Salem.

Scbiar™Ver,

,S,Cience in Education
a x w e " J o h n A i k e n , Mary Ann

Ashwood MTaMar1ori'e/Loh,0n' G e o r g e R o "
Emalea Bawden I Tan 7 " B f u m ' L i n d ®
John
Calvin Beechy
stenhe
o6
Hilda
Thomas
Chester
Ru.^3^'0'
christensen, Daniel A. Car^RandaM EdtTn

Master of Music Education
Ora'ene Marie Hofmann, Salem, Dennis
PUL,iS' Halfway; Christine Marion
Lebanon;
*, T
Donna Rae Rostand,
Molalla.

Studies °f

Science

in

interdisciplinary

V ; 5 T i a J ^ e e D e L o r e t t o , C h a r l a K.
Kreitzberg, c. James Pearson, all Salem.

Soules.0

in

Journa,istic

Studies: R i c h a r d

lamron 2
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73-'74 pictorial review

Roy Clark highlighted
the many events of fall
term. The signing of the
freshman walk, athletic
events and an unusual
amount of rain causing

May 30, 1974

r,erve;ioods m^e f0r

topped
anrf
?if Shr,stmas seaon
and
that
nice
long
vacation.
~

n« K

e/uestmgterm
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Registration lines, a
little ice, and the usual
classes and studying,
carried OCE through
one of its wettest
winters in recent years.
Registration
lines
weren't the. only lines
around a few months
a go
as those early
morning
lines
gas
became a reality for
many Monmouth and
Salem residents.

Page 10
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While the
weather
wasn't as nice as most
would have liked this
spring OCE students still
found excuses to make it
outdoors even if it meant
sitting in the rain. There
were the occassional nice
days for running or just

May 30, 1974

sitting in the sun. For the
seniors it was their last
chance to work with the
kids before graduation. If
the sun didn't shine there
were always things to do
inside like attending one of
the
many
concerts
presented on campus.
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Entertainment editor:
rusting typewriter

Entertainment Guide

Hello there: I say 'Hi!' and it's practically time to say
'Goodbye.' From my little window here, it appears to
have been a good year. We've had excellent art exhibits,
fine dramatic productions, better films than before and
even a few big concerts (Roy Clark & Anne Murray).
Who knows what next year will bring? Maybe the
Watergate Follies Road Show? (Live or on selfdestructive tape). With this issue, yours truly (and a few
Entertainment contributors) will depart. We'll
remember it as it was and hope the E.G. doesn't lose its
identity altogether. On this page, a pictorial look at Dick
Meyer's fine concert and an in-depth view of Marvin
Hamlisch. At right is The Duke's review of the latest by
Lou Reed. This is how T.D. started, early '73. The tears
are starting to rust my typewriter, so I'd better stop
soon, before I say something like 'the best of you out
there is really OK.' Follow me? Have a nice day.
-- Dan Tompkins

Jot loses points
wjr

V M U L I

O n c e t h e r e w a s a polka-dot n a m e d J o t . J o t h a d e
p r o b l e m b e c a u s e h e h a d e d g e s t h a t s t u c k o u t anc
b e c a m e e a s i l y b r u i s e d . His f r i e n d s t h o u g h t of h i m a :
being a little s q u a r e b e c a u s e h e could not roll d o w n the
hill like t h e r e s t of t h e polka-dots. I n s t e a d , h e slid down
He b u m p e d a n d c r a s h e d into t h i n g s on t h e p a t h t h a t the
o t h e r s rolled e a s i l y a r o u n d .
One d a y t h e r e w a s a t e r r i b l e a c c i d e n t . S e v e r a l polka
d o t s including J o t , fell into a long r o u n d well, a n d could
not find a w a y o u t . They t r i e d s t a n d i n g on e a c h o t h e r ,
but t h e i r round bodies m a d e t h i s impossible. T h e walls
of t h e well w e r e slick a n d w h e n t h e y t r i e d t o c l i m b t h e
walls, t h e y would roll b a c k d o w n .
Finally, J o t d e c i d e d t o t r y c l i m b i n g t h e w a l l s . He
s t u c k his points into t h e s i d e of t h e well. T h e o t h e r polkad o t s held t h e i r b r e a t h until h e pulled himself o v e r t h e
top. T h e y c h e e r e d a s h e lowered t h e b u c k e t a n d pulled
t h e m b a c k u p . When t h e y w e r e s a f e , t h e y b e g a n t o notice
a s t r a n g e thing a b o u t J o t . His s h a r p e d g e s h a d broken
off d u r i n g his c l i m b . He w a s now a s r o u n d a s t h e r e s t of
t h e polka-dots!
M o r a l : Don't m a k e s q u a r e s until y o u ' v e s e e n t h e i r
point.
WEEK'S
country thingPTuesday night', play tog *LeadbellTand' H6" k' w'li ^3'^ g°l 'nt° "'e

b,ues &
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Also to Marvin's credit is the
Golden Globe Award for The Way
We Were.
One key to Marvin's success
has been his enthusiasm for his
music. That feeling is best
communicated when one can see
him perform his own com
positions at the piano, which he
has been doing frequently lately
since his Oscar fame.
Spontaneity is very important
to Marvin as a performer. He can
sit down to a piano in front of an
audience and improvise a new
song off the top of his head.
He has even been known to
write his more serious com
positions in a short period of
time. He once wrote a theme song
for Producer Sam Spiegel's The
Swimmer in only three days.
Claiming to have started
writing music before he was six,
Marvin was accepted at the
Juliard Music School at age
seven, becoming the youngest
student ever enrolled in that
institution.
People are just now beginning
to recognize Marvin as the same
boy who at age 17 wrote "Sun
shine, Lollipops and Rainbows,"
which was put on the chart by
female vocalist Lesley Gore.

ALBUMS
Steely D a n

Buddha a n d T h e Chocolate Box . . . . C a t Steven's
On T h e Border
Eag|es

j

Colorful Marvin makes mark
Everyone has heard the music
of the young triple-Oscar
winner Marvin Hamlisch, but
when they hear his name their
most typical reaction is "Marvin
who?"
Marvin's name may not yet be
well-known, but his music has
already made a mammoth im
pression
on
contemporary
composition.
He
received
recognition for his best known
efforts at the Oscar awards
ceremonies this spring, where his
continual trips to the podium
climaxed in his final talley of a
winning record of three Oscars.
Marvin, a relatively new name
in the field, defeated established
artists such as Paul Williams,
and Paul and Linda McCartney to
win the best original song award
for his music to The Way We
Were. He also won best original
dramatic score for that movie
Marvin earned a gold record
when Barbra Streisand's vocal
version sold million records.
The best movie of the year, The
Sting, featured as theme song
Marvin's adaptation of Scott
Jophn's "The Entertainer". That
adaptation took a third Academy
Award, for best scoring.

FIVE

Pretzel Logic

s^rwDickdidhis^-«^

by CECILIA STILES

TOP

The 29-year old "virtuoso", if
he may be called such at such a
young age, is certainly not
lacking in celebrity company. In
additibn to Ms. Streisand, he has
written pieces for such stars as
Ann-Margaret, Liza Minnelli and
Joel Grey.
Marvin only recently began
personal appearances, and the
public found out what his friends
knew all along - that he is a very
funny person. If Marvins music
?uddenly lose its appeal
(doubtful) he could probably
das a stand-up comedian.
One of his funniest sketches is
where he relates how he com
posed one song, leaving ablank
space for a name, and then told
the women he dated that it was
written just for them. It worked
out fine until two of the women
got together and found out about
his trick. Both refused to date
him anymore.
In the meantime, Marvin
continues whipping out com
positions. It may be some time
before
the general
public
associates his name with his
work, but even if they can't
pronounce "Hamlisch", it looks
as though they will nonetheless
works"6
recordings of his

I
|

Action Theatres
I and II
Now Playing

i
|

I

Behind The Green Door

+++
II
Love Lies Waiting
11 A.M. - 11 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. - 7 P.M. Sunday
175 Commercial St. NE
Salem

Phone 364-0792
lamron 2

The Duke bids adeiu

VU history with Reed
1969 VELVETI
luitL'u^n,..
1969
VELVET UNDERGROUND
LIVE WITH LOU REED
U"e
A
Velvet Underground
Mercury
funny.SWhe? heTbad™'' Hes
By THE DUKE
The Duke dies the way he was
born.
B"t I gotta face facts rw •,
If you have any stamina at all
my continued efforts r
lPUe
for verbiage of this sort you will ha
U Reed
«
not
received
'
°
have noticed an emphasis placed
mmercial
on the work of Lou Reed All adulation to Ihe £
he
three albums since Transformer deserves. One of tlT*
3^
Problems
is
f
course
tha?
0
have been covered here. There is
many 0f his " , that not
now a fourth, called 1969, Velvet
Underground
Underground Live With Lou
are
Reed, and it is nominally this available. There are f?
week's subject.
Why Lou Reed?, you ask. Just
another flash. Another prettv
Bowie face, coming in on a wing
a prayer and the coattails of the
Starduster. Cash in on the glam •
fame for five minutes. "Take a
V y U the potential
walk on the wild side", slurp paTn °of 'that |?i °
slurp.
I just wish I had a dime for
every person I've heard imply
that Reed is some publicists idea
of a fagimmick. He's a veteran
people. As much so as Jack
tandem Reed's
Bruce, Brian Wilson, John two jlatest
releases form a PVC
D
Lennon. Any of those. David Reed Pnmer an their own ^
Bowie has come and gone
r8 the future
talented, trendy hot flash; catch reflected ^"th' glltterin
of
he
nast
i
a
g mirror
the public eye with a wiggle and a
<the reason
this is Ltl
V969
walk, a giggle and the rock
8
Under
the
reeerd
?
guise of a
convince the consumer that no record review) being the nast
P
recaptured.
Git
me?
one really paved his stylistic
path; but Lou Reed Just. Keeps
Hanging. On. Check the paren The Velvet Underground With
thetical on the back of Hunkv weM « H 0f Pf°ple think this is
eird and maybe even evil. It is.
Dory and then tell me who in
But I love it, not because I'm so
fluenced whom.
dull as to think it is not a
Why Lou Reed? Because he
representation of a pathological,
pays off is why. I put out the
dough, he puts on the show I m^tedMestyle. That is exactly
what it is. But it is also a vinyl
listen, he sings. And damn good
object, easily purchased in
he sings too. As much an in
m
ia
outlets throughout
fluence as Dylan on nuance r Ta '
W°tK
That tHat 'S What 'tis,
rath
inflection and phrasing. Glimp rather than the actual ugly lives,
ses being heard in the vocals of the lis ener is allowed to distance
Bowie, Ian Hunter and Elliot himself emotionally from the
Murphy (new hot shot primo experience.

&.yzrn

ssffat him

•>>>*>>%v.vxvx,XvX\wX*

SUMMER IMPORTS
T-SHIRTS
BIKINIS
PANTS

revealed i

Have pot will travel

as'Ieer°m2aS,on8 """known

ever «v^
graphic drugsong
line "T^nU.lIn Furs" has the

given
hohH ^
given lightly";

Whip In ,ove not

"I'll

Be

Your

and^p" IS aboUt h°mosexuality
mainlh.BH°heai? Son" sounds like
glass' But also
listen rn Mr
Rim n be guitar solo on "Run
that they
didn't^n"
uIt S tonot
aidn
t know' how
do it "right"
they just didn't choose to.
'
Uniqu
a
verv
®. 'hum. Musically
very
diverse.
Reed's

S?gibeasl

duali,J

fx*™ to

The Velvet Underground: Tame
preUPvres

t0 US

brothers-

Light,

"piiIR?°niS "Cand>' Says",
, Pale Blue Eyes", "Jesus", and
fterhours". And good rocking
K SeeS°T&S tlik,ft,,"Beginning

0 See The Light". The eiehtmmute "Murder Mystery®was

tracked en°?gh' beig a double
soundt i if0! y recitation that
sounds like two conversations at
once, but definitely minor
l° the buz^b°mb to
come3

(Here we have the final cooking corner. I enjoyed 'Have Pot' if
no one else did. It prompted me to try a few new dishes use
edsTaVTomnkinrryFki tChr a"d Share the
frien
t
menus,
uan lompkms, Entertainment
Editor.)

results

with

Oatmeal Cake — by Meallie Oats

V4 cup boiling water
1 cup quick oats
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup white sugar
V2 cup butter
2 eggs
IV2 cups flour
1 teaspoon cinnamon, nutmeg & soda
and^faside*

mgredients toSether

J
«
J
«
•
•
•
in a separate bowl I

34

cup brown sugar
1 cup coconut
3 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons milk
Vi cup chopped nuts

•
J
•
2
•

t0 a boil and add oatmeal-stir-remove •
from heat. Combine sugars, butter, eggs, and vanilla Add !
oatmeal and beat well. Sift all dry ingredients together Add drv •
ingredients to oatmeal mixture and mix well. Bake in a greased !
SDreacfthpT 3° minUteS ^ 350 degrees' After 'he cake fs d one •
Cake and then broil until toPPinS is •
browned
°Ver

White Light White Heat: Oh
Jim whatever could this be' The
rea thing is all. The classic drone
of the title tune, "Watch that band into stong enough shape to
speed freak". "The Gift" take on the commercial world,
but the effort caused their
another eight-minute recitation, dissolution.
tnis one a hilarious tale of
unrequited, tragic teenage love, The Velvet Underground Live At
tve turned more people on to Max's
Kansas
City:
A
Reed with this one song than any retrospective one night com
n i?wVTo° there's "r Heard Her pilation recorded just before they
Call My Name", which is nothing broke up. The sound is awful, but
more than out of control guitar what do you expect from a
juice. And finally, ultimately tabletop cassette recorder. Don't
apochalyptically "Sister Ray"- start your purchasing here, but
I m too busy searchin for my you can't be a Reed fan without
mainline..." and other vile acts it.
culminating in the caution "You
The beautiful thing about the
know you'll stain the carpet".
John Cale falls over stupefied new one, 1969, is that the best of
onto his keyboard and play the all that has gone before is here in
same chord for 10 minutes. If the one live package. No. I take that
world has an end it must be like back, they couldn't include
this. And if rock and roll has "Sister Ray" (the original is live
masterpieces start the list here. anyway) but "Some Kinda Love"
Loaded: As different from is based on the same chord
Sister Ray" as Kiki Dee is from changes, so that's close enough.
"Funeral For a Friend". Songs. Four songs are included from the
album,
among
them
The classic back-to-back pairing first
of "Sweet Jane" (a fantastic "Heroin" thankfully. Four also
impromptu vocal) and "Rock from the second, Only the title
and Roll", a song as definitive as tune of White Light White Heat
its title would indicate. All the is to be found from that album
early rough edges have been but its an eight and a half minute
removed and what stands is a cream curdler not to be missed.
truly great record. Probably the
The three best songs from
equal of Highway 61 Revisited. Loaded are here, "Jane,"
Reed had finally whipped the "RnR", and
"New
Age".

Interestingly, both the former
and latter are significantly dif
ferent from the studio versions.
Whether that indicates an early
stage in their creation or a group
of ideas beyond the respective
song's root is a point that does not
concern me. I'll take new Lou
anytime, even though it may be
under an old title.
And speaking of new Lou, two
songs, "Lisa Says" and "Ocean",
were destined to see immortality
on his first solo album, and four
others are found here for the first
time.
The two record set has been
lovingly compiled by Mercury's
Paul Nelson, otherwise known as
The Man Who Discovered The
Dolls. It s sound is good, though
not great. And you will get no
more gripes out of me. If I had to
name one album released this
year that every home should ownr;
this is it. Course after you buy it,
you'll have to get Animal, then
Velvets with Nico. And you can't
forget White Light White Heat.
After which you'll have to get
Loaded.
And with that bit of intentional
double tonguing, the Duke signs
off. Have a nice forever.

Calendar of coming events
OPEN oUllY
10:30A.M. TO 6:00P.M

ART
lOCATtD

IHF HINDQUARTER

, 250 COURT
'Salem

OCE's 1974 Student Art Show runs through
7 June in Campbell Hall Gallery 107. Gallery
hours are 8-5, Monday through Friday. The
videotape piece, "Electron Verse," will be
shown in front of the Gallery daily, 9 a.m., l
p.m. & 4 p.m.

THEATRE
"A
Midsummer
Night's
Dream "
presented by the SEEK class: Practical
Shakespeare, will be in the Monmouth City
Park June 1 at 1 and 6 p.m. There is no ad
mission charge.

Monday 3 June begins Finals Week.

FILMS

D & M MKE SHOPPE!
Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials!

TELEVISION
"Dr. Zhivago" will be shown in the College
Center Coffee Shop Saturday at 2, 6 and 9:30
p.m. Cost is SI.

"Fantastic Planet" and "Fantastic
Voyage" are at the State Theatre, 219 SW
3rd, Corvallis.

Thursday: 9 11 p.m. on Ch. 2, "Kung Fu"
and "The Streets of San Francisco."
Friday: 4 p.m. on Ch. 12, "Godzilla's
Revenge," 10:30on Ch. 3, "The Boogie Man
Will Get You."
Saturday: 11 30 p.m. on Ch. 6, "Along
Came A Spider," same time on Ch. 2.
"Sinister Cinema."
Sunday: "Upstairs, Downstairs" is on
NET at 9 p.m.
Don't forget to watch Tom Snyder after
N BC's Tonight show Monday through Friday
at 1 a.m. with Tomorrow.

"The Great Gatsby" is in its 2nd week at
the Varsity Theatre, 115 SW 2nd, Corvallis.

RADIO

"The Conversation" is at the Cinema 21,
21st & Hoyt, Portland.
"The Three Musketeers" is at the
Eastgate Tri Cinema, 82nd Ave. N of
Division, Portland.

Corn Fritters
Assorted

6/89*

Coffee Cakes
Reg. $1.09 99^

Lady Baltimore Cake
Reg $2.39

$219

"The Sting" is in its 4th week at the
Whiteside Theatre, 361 SW Madison, Cor
vallis.
"Dirty Mary & Crazy Larry" and "The
Legend of Hell House" are in their 2nd week
at the Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem.
"Papillon" is in its 2nd week at the Capitol
Theatre in Salem.
"The Sting," picture of the year, is in its
17th week at the Elsinore Theatre in Salem

Saturday 1 June is the birthdate of Mari
lyn Monroe (1926), Pat Boone (1934) and
Andy Griffith (1926). June is Cat and Kitten
Month, Model Rocketry Month, National
Seat Belt Month and National Ragweed
Control Month

AM jewel The Kelly Smith Show, 6-11:30
p.m. on Sunday, KEX
1190.
The National Lampoon Radio Hour is on
KQIV FM 107 Saturday at 8 p.m. and KORI
FM 105 Sunday at 10 p.m.
FOCUS (weeknights, 7 7:30) list for 30, 31
May, 3, 4, 5 June is Buffalo Springfield,
Allman
Brothers
Band,
Murray
McLaughlin, Beaver & Krause and Mark
Almond.
SATURDAY NIGHT REVIEW (10:00) this
week
is Herbie Mann's "Memphis
Underground."

Friday 7 June ends Finals Week! Have a
nice summer!
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
Kissing originated in Ancient Rome, when
husbands wanted to find out if their wives
had been drinking
If a gorilla crosses his arms across his
chest, it is a sign of submission.
Archeologists in Greece have found some
ancient graffiti which, when roughly tran
slated, reads "Gladys will give you a good
time for 2c."
A roommate is good for your health.
In parts of New Jersey, it is illegal to hug
in public.
"There is one thing in the world more
wicked than the desire to command, and that
is the will to obey." William Kingdon CI if
ford.
When Billy Graham finished reading The
Exorcist, he tore it up in little pieces and
flushed it down the toilet.
Women have a bigger
pleasure than do men.

MUSIC

capacity

for

OTHER

Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
s

May 30/ 1974

(Specials Expire June 5, 1974

Kris Kristofferson and Rita Coolidge will
be at the Portland Civic Auditorium Thur
sday 20 June at 7 & 10 p.m.

Thursday 30 May is the birthdate of Benny
Goodman (1909).

Glenn Yarbrough and the original
Limeliters will be at the Portland Civic
Auditorium Friday 12 July at 8:30 p.m. The
Carpenters will be appearing the following
night at 7 & 10.

Friday 31 May is the birthdate of Joe
Namath (1943), Clint Eastwood (1930),
Prince Rainier (1923), Don Ameche (1908)
and Norman Vincent Peale (1898).

A guy should not give up a girl who breaks
up laughing every time she sees him with no
clothes on.
Untidyness is the least likely fault to wreck
a marriage
In parts of Texas, it is illegal to steal
garbage.
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1973-74 not top
year for
sports
OC
by TED GRIMSRUD

The 1973-74 sports season at
OCE has to be considered what is
commonly called a 'building
year' by kind sportswriters.In
other words it wasn't a year to
write home about. Of course,
there were exceptions. The
Wolves finished as high as third
place in the Evergreen Con
ference only in football, track and
golf. But they did win NAIA
District 2 championships in both
cross country and track.
In some ways the most
disappointing sport of all was
football. The Wolves had one of
their best teams ever, and could
have been the best team in the
Northwest. But they ended the
season with a 6 win-3 loss record,

Hundley and center Mike Hyder
were first team all-district picks.
And Trice was named the District
2 Player of the Year.
The other fall sport, cross
country had a happier ending.
The Wolves entered the season
with a very young and inex
perienced team. That contributed
to the spotty record for the
Wolves through the EvCo meet,
in which they finished fifth out of
seven teams. The only OCE
runner to break in to the top 10
was sophomore Chris Fatland,
who was eighth. But
the
youngsters came through when it
really counted and OCE upset
favored Lewis and Clark to win
the District meet. OCE scored 59
points, just four less than L&C.
Fatland finished sixth, one spot
behind frosh Dave Castle. Dale
Barker's eighth place
was
perhaps even more important.
One important sidelight to the
fall season was the national AAU
Race Walk Team Championship
won by the trio of Jim Bean, A1
Rothenbacker, and Steve Tyrer,
all competing for the Monmouth
Track Club.

Ogden's Mike Hyder popped this one up in recent mushball action, but Ogden managed to hit
enough line drives to garner the intramural mushball championship. With that championship
T
l
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n
M•~«"dWl- '»»"•»»
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a
Z
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T
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qualified for the national meet. finish, the Wolves went into the fifth place in the EvCo. The
Two freshmen finished second, District meet with high hopes of overall record was 6-13.
Rolen and Larry Monagan, as did dfending their District title. But
Second baseman Denny Miller
Danielson, a yophomore. The those hopes were shattered as was the lone Wolf to make the allyouth of those wrestlers bids well OCE finished third, 18 strokes conference. team. There can be
for the next couple of years.
behind team champion Lewis & no doubt that the team's morale
The men's gymnastics team Clark.
was hurt by the fact that OCE
suffered through a season filled
Six straight conference losses spent the year on probation and
with injuries. They beat only SOC wrecked for the baseball team
had no hope for post season play.
during the season. The top in what had started out as a fairly
With luck, perhaps the probation
dividual
was
Rockey
Sagers
who
successful season. The losses will be removed for next year the
LARRY HAYWARD
was the only one to qualify for the dropped OCE from a contending Wolves will be able to move back
and tied Eastern Oregon and
national meet. He placed sventh 5-1 mark to a final tally of 5-7 and into the baseball playoff picture.
Southern Oregon for second
in the vault.
place in the EvCo. That record
Spring brought more of the
certainly wasn't indicative of the
same for the Wolves. The
Wolves ability.
highlight
was
the
District
OCE scored 232 points in nine
championship won by the track
games, the opponents scored 99.
team. But for the first time since
The Wolves averaged 371.3 yards
1970, the Wolves were unable to
in total offense, more than 80
win the conference meet. They
more than any other team in the
finished third, with two in
EvCo. They also led the league in
dividual champions, Zeimorr
total defense with a per game
Harris in the 100 and Rich Grise
average of 196.4 yards per game.
DENNY MILLER
in the shot put. Injuries took a
OCE had the Conferences leading
heavy toll on the Wolves.
But they did rebound to win the
The OCE basketball season
District
meet, although the
was typical for recent years.
That was OCE giving away too margin was less than normal.
much size and experience. The Perhaps the key injury in the
Wolves competed very well and D i s t r i c t m e e t w a s t h e o n e t o *
Harris which probably cost the
made things tough for just about
20
points.
everyone they played at home, Wolves- around
but sheer determination wasn't Individual winners included Greg
quite enough, as OCE finished Shukart in the hammer throw,
Jim Bean in the 10,000 meter
seventh in the conference with a
walk, the 440 relay team, Rich
2-10 league mark and an overall
Grise in the shot put, Rich Grise
record of 8-17.
in the discus, and Roger Woods in
Typical of the OCE season was
the 100 and 220. Woods' double,
the last homegame, a 82-79 loss to
Oregon Tech. The Wolves played the second straight year that he
SerioUS blow ,ast™"3 Thursday
has won both events, enabled him
When t^e ASOCF L a.
fA
quite well and easily could have
voted t0 withhold recognition of the team
r.a i. K.S
won, but when it came down to it, to be named the District track
and thereby el.minate it from the Senate's budget. As a resultX
athlete of the year.
OCE lost. OIT was the top small
earn won t be able to pay the entrance fee needed to compete in the
college team in Oregon, winning
J-egon Intercollegiate Soccer Association. (Tim Johnson photo)
Both
the
golf
team
and
the
the right to go to the national
tournament as well as finishing tennis team made the District
first in the Evergreen Con playoffs as one of the top two
ZEIMORR HARRIS
Oregon teams in the EvCo. The
ference.
rushing in Doug Trice, leading
The wrestling team suffered tennis team placed in a tie for
Get your "Save OCE"
passer in Tom Horn, leading from inexperience as much as second place with SOC in the
T-shirt NOW.
scorer in Trice, leading pass any this year. The Wolves didn't District title in the number two
To order your red on
intercepter in Jay Milton, leading place quite as well in the con- „ spot as the top individual. In the
white SOCE T-shirt send
punt returner in Milton, and ference meet as had been hoped conference meet, the top effort
your name and address
leading punter in Keith Morgan. as they finished only fifth. The was Mark Trolan's second place
finish at the number three spot
Mike Rooney and Steve Russell lone OCE winner was Rich Rolen
and $3.00 (plus 50c
The golfers finished third in the
were third and fourth in pass in the 158 lb. weight class.
mailing & handling) to:
conference tournament as Bob
receiving.
ESP Screen Products
So why did OCE lose three
The Wolves took fourth in the McClure made the all-conference
Earl
Edmonds
team by placing third in the in
games? The total margin of three District meet, as three wrestlers
Rt. l, Box 271
dividual standings. With that
games combined was eight
points. So turn just eight points
Independence, OR
around and OCE is 9 and 0 and
97351
headed for a bowl gme. But
(Sweatshirts $5.00 plus 50c
enough of the negative. On the
Mail orders al,„„
bright side, OCE did have a fine
2 weeks for delivery.
year, all things considered.
Fifteen Wolves made either
Check or money order acceptable.
first or second team allQuantity orders phone 838-1849
conferences. On the first team
Name:
147 Commercial SE, Salem
were Trice, Milton, Morgan, Tim
Address:
Hundley at linebacker, Terry
Watkins at defensive tackle, and
Sizes:
XL
"Your Bicycle
M.
Larry Hayward at offensive
Headquarters"
No.
Ordered:
tackle. Trice, Hayward, Watkins,
Amount Enclosed:
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Are You Concerned About OCE?

scnrrs
363-4516
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The Column
by TEOGRIMSRUO
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always beina riahl nf

or This rag , Dick Soules.
^agreements ( w i t h Dick

with a better boss. It? to' te^tharm 91 " 6
W|°wer.Hhe,mi9ht be'

from°thek|

won't be as

W°rkin9

f^VtunaVUCCeSS°r'

reieNed
Ta?™ the enco^agement I
k Phi"ipS' probab|y the
champion
of
«
°
onampion of all self-proclaimed
geniuses

sports momon?

kt0

ty,Pt0f S+ory

1 de

cided toOist my top 8
year
not
in
ffs rssfss: ' any
\A/i n ^ h r ? n 0 l ? 9 i c a l o r d e r ' f i r s t came the OCE-Central
three'heartbrMlf" f °° t b a " 9 a m e ' T h e W o l v e s ' who lost
three heartbreaking games, put things together in one
ThinoT 16 sh°w in demolishing the EvCo champs 46-8.
The Monmouth Track Club led Things couldn t have been worse for the Wildcats who
by three OCE students, placed were completely demoralized in the cold rain.

Women have banner year
by TED GRIMSRUD

The OCE reputation of strength
r,?enus sports was more than
upheld this year in virtually
every sport. Starting with field
hockeyand ending with track, the
UCE women produced winning
team after winning team.
The
volleyball
team
encountered mixed success

during the regular season but
finkhihnayheend °fthe year to
finish third out of 32 teams in the
Pacific Northwest Women's
College Volleyball Tournament
Competing as an "A"schoolfor

second in the Oregon AAU
a "«° f
° C E p , a y e r s w i " remember
Women s State cross country that^namp
9 a f t e r t h e y f o r get the team's overall
meet. Beth Boehmer was fourth re^nr-H a?
u
individually, Alice Sicora lith th ? I <' . , 1" remebering football, I think of Doug
hnnV
,
'
mld
and Karen Johnson 14th.
he
' a s t l c t g f'™ against Southern Oregon when
hockey team had one of the most
he
rushed
for
a total of 206 yards.
The
OCE
women's
basketball
successful seasons ever for OCE
team ended up with the best ever
h e n f c u° m " p r o b a b , y the number one thrill of the
ending the year with a 10 win
.pl
record for OCE, winning nine of
tba
0 r e 9° n
tour loss and one „
tie record.
state-UCLA basketball game,
14 games, and the JV's also had £;fu'
hough
I
m
not
an
OSU
fan, I was carried away in the
the best JV record at 9-2. The
n
h
9
highlight of the season was the 60- dossi hie e
°U -f. f
' t 0 b e i n g a s v o c a l a s ti urr, anly
e i n s f o r t u n a t e enough to be one of
54 victory over Simon Fraser in fhP in inn
.
J
Twenty-seven
year
old the Northwest Women's tour the 10,000 people to see that game in person will last for a
freshman Rich Grise nabbed a nament.
long time.
sixth spot in the discus as he
The gymnastics team had its
Then came the Oregon win over the Bruins the next
came up with a throw of over 158 usual fine season,knocking off the
day.
Watching the game on TV, I was very excited
eet. Grise also got a personal likes of Oregon, Oregon State,
record in the shot at 53-7 but did Portland State and the University again, but I felt a little sad that they happened on suc
not place.
of British Columbia in regular cessive nights, thus cheapening each other a bit. But it
Senior Greg Schukart picked season
action.
The
top was certainly big news.
up a fifth in the hammer with a individuals for OCE included
In the midst of basketball season came another top
157-5 throw. Schukart also threw Sandy Jackson, Diana Dill, Jerri moment in the year. Our intramural basketball team
the javelin, but did not gain the Nored and Maria Burnam.
Tinished the regular season with a 7-0 league mark and
finals.
All three spring sports teams
Rob Allen, competing in a field had seasons unsurpassed in the regular season championship. While I wouldn't call
ot 28 people, scored 6164 points as recent history. The tennis team that a 'thrill', it was a nice moment in the life of an overhe finished twelfth.
ended the season with a five win -- the-hill, one-time 'jock'. But that ended with two
Eastern New Mexico won the five loss record. The top singles straight losses in the playoffs.
team title with a total of 67 points. record was turned in by Linda
Moving to the personal, a top moment, although
Anderson who was 7-2. Linda
Klausner and Nancy Anderson certainly not a thrill was the setting of a record for the
had the best doubles record at six most consecutive losses by one person in the Monmouth
and four.
Tabletop Baseball League. Three times I advanced to
The women's track team en the playoffs, and three times I fell in two straight
joyed the best ever year for OCE.
All six regular season meets in games. Six straight playoff losses is a record unlikely to
WANTED: ADORABLE CHILDREN.
Reliable, experienced Jr. High girl
which the Wolves competed in be matched as long as Monmouth Tabletop Baseball is
wishes to care for your children
alive.
ended up with OCE on top.
during summer vacation months
June through August. Full time or
Nine school records were set
Hank Aaron's 715th homerun has to be mentioned. But
part time at my home or yours.
during the course of the year. what was memorable to me was not the home run itself,
Reasonable rates. Have excellent
They included Karen Lloyd's 11.4 because it was pretty certain to happen eventually.
references. Phone 838 2820 for in
formation.
100 yard dash, Beth Boehmer's
What really struck me was the conduct of the Atlanta
5:20.4 mile, Boehmer's 10:59.9
Lamron 2: It's been a great 2 terms!
fans.
They packed the stadium to watch the Hammer,
Thanks! SS
3000 meter run, Jeannie Zumwalt's 66.6 400 meter hurdles and as soon as he did his thing nearly all of them left.
race, the 440 relay time of 49.4, That action said quite a bit for the caliber of baseball
TJ: Bonne chance sur votre examens
Merci?! ?!
the 880 relay time of 1:52.3, the fans which is in Atlanta. But the Braves are lucky that
mile relay time of 4:14.4, the shot they had the opportunities that they did to attract fans.
Melisa: Good luck on finals! Have a
great summer. Call ?!
put record of 42'l3/4" by Kathy
The victory of Boston in the N BA playoffs was a happy
Bryant, and Kathy Branton's
For Sale: 6 string guitar in excellent
thing
for me. Although I don't get all that excited about
119'8" discus throw.
condition. $35. Cal 838 2156 or contact
SPO 140 by Monday, June 3.
The Softball team dominated pro basketball, this year's playoff series really
the Oregon State Tournament as interested me. Seeing great defense by both teams was
Personal: 92055.
this is it. Who knows
what the future will hold.
both the "A" and "B" teams won. good for a change, and it was nice for me to see that
The "A" teams, led by pitcher team without the great big man beat the team with the
Personal: To all the members on the
lamron 2 staff: It has been a good
Carla Hazen and first base Jane big man for a change.
year and you have made a good year
Ellis beat Oregon State and
even better. God bless you always.
Melisa.
Oregon and tied Portland State
Well, 1974 supplied two great races which I was lucky
en route to the title. The "B'
enough
to see. The first was the classic two-mile bet
ripped the same three team^as
For Rent: 2 bedroom furnished apart
ment with extra room for study or
pitcher Maria Ross gave up just ween Oregon's Paul Geis and Washington State's John
third bedroom; fully carpeted,
four runs in the three game Ngeno. The hero (Geis) won and in a great time, the
garbage disposal & laundry facilities.
tournament.
third fastest ever by an American. It's a great feeling to
Close to campus. Available June 15.
eVeF

the

f

Walkers place at nationals
finishing third in the
10,000 meter walk, led an OCE
contingent of five athletes at the
NAIA outdoor track and field
championship at Akadelphia
Arkansas last Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Bean was clocked
in 49:54 for the race which is
almost 25 laps long. Junior Rob
Frank picked up the sixth spot
with a time of 53:13.
Thus is the first year in which
the walk has been contested over
a distance of 10,000 meters. Last
year it was set at a two-mile
distance, and Bean was the 1973
champion there.

+fJ
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Want ads

HELP WANTED: $100.00 weekly
possible addressing mail for firms
Full and part time at home
Send
stamped self addressed envelope to
BLACO, BOX 3135, C STATION NO 1
HILO, HAWAII 96720.
Lost: Green stenographers type
notebook. If found please return to
Steve Denney, Box 1235, University
Center.
Wanted: Babysitting jobs. Experienced,
references on request. Contact Twila
Harp at 838 2127.

1

For Rent: Double expando trailer, 2
bedrooms. Very close to the school
Call 838 1162.
For Rent: Trailer spaces close to the
school and reasonable rates. Make
your reservations now for summer
and fall. Call 838-1162 or write
Campus Mobile Court, 639 N. Mon
mouth Ave. No. 12.
Found: Misc. keys in HSS bldg. 5-22 74.
Inquire in business office.
Wanted: My son (5 years old) and I are
looking for an apt. or house under $100
(yearly rate, not just summer). If
have please contact Susan Haines at
928 2474 (call collect) late at night.
For Rent: Townhouse Apt. $135
mo.
for summer only. Wall to wall shag
carpet, spacious rooms and storage,
fully furnished, washer and dryer,
dishwasher, two bathrooms. 331 N.
Broad No. 2, Monmouth. 838 3205.
For Sale: Benefit from my winter
project; carefully rebuilt 1970
Kawasaki 350, $400. Deke Meyer 838
5050.
Personal: Be sure to complete the
survey in the SPO's for the revision of
OCE's alcohol policy. The last date
that they will be accepted is Tuesday,
June 4, 1974.
For Sale: 1962 Volvo 544. Runs good,
needs bodywork. Contact Larry
Tucker Butler No. 14 or ext. 295.

May 30, 1974

Summer Rate $95. Fall Rate
Call 838 1412 after 5:00,

$120.

Personal: Got no place to go? Drop in at
the People Place. Rap a little or just
relax. Open evenings. North of
Swindel Hall. Phone to rap or for
information, 838 0042. Have a nice
day.
Need a Babysitter? Call
Place at 838 0042.

the People

Personal: Koleen and Pauli. . to the
world's best two roomies. . have a
great summer, and I'll see ya next
year. DB.

•

"flPTS.
'
|
Independence, furnished 1|
-bedroom redecorated apart-.
• ments, extra clean, extra nice. •
|Near town with carpet and|
|
parking stall, electricity,!
water, garbage paid.Must be.
• seen to be appreciated. $95. •
|
May call collect, 363-1079.

see the man you're pulling for pull ahead in a close race
and win.
The other great race was Steve Prefontaine's
American record run in the six mile and 10,000 meters
when he set the records in both events in one race. It was
just great to see America's greatest ever distance
runner run a solo race against the clock and win. Pre
had some face to save after Geis's great run, and he
more than saved it.
All in all, it's been a very interesting year, and I would
like to thank those of you who are still reading me.
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D & M Bake Shoppe: 'quality counts'
by MELISA McFIE

A gigantic mixer wh-r-r's as it
beats its heavy load. "Got a batch
of Angel food cake to get out,
yet," says baker Wetherbee as he

si

1

0!

takes pans of pound cake from
the enormous electric rotary
oven.
Mr. Wetherbee is owner of D &
M Bake Shoppe which is located
inside Websters supermarket in
Monmouth. Since February 7th
Wetherbee has devoted full-time
to treating his customers to an

incredible variety of baked "Cakes are coming on strong,
goods. Starting to work at 3 a.m. though," he said. He attributes
each morning, Baker Wetherbee the popularity of doughnuts to
works 15-18 hours before he calls this: "That's what the people
it a day. As a result D & M Bake were used to having before." But
Shoppe turns out over a dozen he sees bigger and better things
variety of breads, more than 15 in the future for D & M Bake
types of doughnuts, 20-30 kinds of Shoppe. "We haven't even
cookies and every kind of cake or scratched the surface on what we
pie imaginable.
want to do...What we are
Priding himself in giving his producing now is basic compared
customers the
best
Mr. to what we can and will do."
Wetherbee refuses to make bread
What does Mr. Wetherbee
or cake from a prepared mix. He enjoy most about his work? "I
explained: "You get that better like to have the product come out
quality with scratch...we want to right. And I like something new
give people the better stuff. going on all the time." During a
Scratch is better in flavor and week's time the baker tries out
texture."
several kinds of new cookies or
The owner of D & M Bake doughnuts to add even more
Shoppe also v/ants the best in variety to the goods he offers for
service for his customers. About sale.
his co-worker and partner in the
Some of his favorite 'products'
business he had this to say, are Swedish pastries. Looking
"She's the best decorator that over his shelves he said: "We
I've run into in my 22 years in the have a real good chewy brownie,
business. That's why I stole her applesauce tea cake and often we
away from Safeway."
have Angel food cake." Soon corn
The best selling item at D & M fritters will also be for sale .at D &
Bake Shoppe is doughnuts, of M Bake Shoppe. "There are like
which Wetherbee turns out 57 apple fritters...half-way between
dozen a day, on the average. a roll and a doughnut as far as
sweetness is concerned...yet
they're not a muffin either," said
Baker Wetherbee as he tried to
describe their flavor.
The biggest problem that now
plagues D & M Bake Shoppe is the
price of ingredients. "If the price
would ever settle down!" said

Dean Phyllis Griffith

plans August retirement

Phyllis Griffith
Mrs.
Everett
Griffith,
Associate Dean of Students, will
retire from the OCE personnel
staff at the end of summer term,
1974. She has been with the staff
since 1967, coming here from the
University of Oregon where she
was an assistant Dean.
Health reasons have forced her
resignation and she plans to live
with her family in Salem and be a
full-time "wife, mother and
homemaker" in the future. While
at OCE she has been in charge of
the College's residence halls.
Born, raised and educated in
the Eugene area, she graduated
from the University of Oregon in
elementary education and later
got her Master of Science in
Education at the same school. In
addition to enjoying her family,
Mrs. Griffith plans to do some
substitute teaching and become
involved in a few community
organizations.
Her husband is a first grade

teacher at Auburn Elementary
School.
Mrs. Griffith mentioned she
was in appreciation of the
students and faculty at Oregon
College, saying the informality of
the students and the "keen sense
of humor" among the personnel
staff have been the major
reasons for her enjoyment and
personal reward here.
In recalling some of her more
enjoyable
and
humorous
moments in Mouth she recounted
some "humanistic" kinds of
things. Things like homecoming,
dorm activities, and what she
termed
"holding
former
students' babies" when they,
return to visit her.
She added that the fact that
students have felt free to stop by
her office anytime and talk has
been rewarding, along with the
numerous speaking engagements
she has been able to take part in
because of her job. She plans to
continue to do a minimum of
speaking in the near future.
She called her sta^ at OCE a
family adventure, saying that her
children and husband have been
involved with her life as a Dean.
She has three children, Vena, 13,
Vonda, 11 and Jonathon, 8.
Besides being in charge of the
residence halls, Mrs. Griffith has
also been involved with coun
seling on a personal basis with
students. She called this part of
her job a tremendously rewar
ding and satisfying aspect.
Noting that the "warm rap
port" and "togetherness" of the
staff were tremendous assets to
her job she said that she will miss
many of her friends and
colleague' at OCE.
A dinner will be held for her
tomorrow in the Food Service
Building starting at 6:00 p.m.

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Home
fine imported pipes
mail order service

"The production end of the business is open to visitors any time
we're open; visitors are plenty welcome," said Mr. Wetherbee.
Mr. Wetherbee in a voice that
indicated that he little expects his
wish to be fulfilled. "We try to
absorb as much of the cost as we
can without passing it on, but like
a sponge we can only absorb just
so much." For example, sugar
has doubled in cost in the last 3
months.
The owner of D & M Bake
Shoppe is confident that the
potential, for the establishment
of a good bakery business, is here
in the Monmouth area. "The way
I looked at it," said Mr.
Wetherbee as he remembered
back..."There wasn't a bakery
from Corvallis to McMinnville."
Then looking into the future he
said, "The business is here

HUT
367 HIGH STREET N. E.

SALEM
HUGE SELECTION OF ALBUMS
WIDE VARIETY 8-TRACK TAPES
ALSO
Indian Bedspread Tapestries
Water Beds - Candles
Incense - Accessories

quality tobacco
blended in our shop

325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600

cigarette
tobaccos and papers

there's no doubt about that? w<
just need to build it up and thai
takes time."
What is the secret ingredient*:
Why does Mr. Wetherbee feel hi
will succeed what others have
failed? "We've got the pas1
bakery's reputation to ovei
come..." he concedes. His secrel
ingredient to success? "Perse
verance." To repeat his state
ment of optimism: "What we are
producing now is basic comparec
to what we can and will produce,
and as you look at the deter
mined set to his chin, you fee]
you're in the presence of an
ambitious spirit you know that
somehow he will succeed where
others have failed.
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